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This report contains a detailed description of the Langley computer
program PLOTWD which plots and fairs experimental wind-tunnel data. The
program was written for use primarily on the Langley CDC computer and CALCOMP
plotters. The fundamental operating features of the program are that the
input data are read and written to a random-access file for use during program
execution, that the data for a selected run can be sorted and edited to delete
duplicate points, and that the data can be plotted and faired using tension
splines, least-squares polynomial, or least-squares cubic-spline curves. The
most noteworthy feature of the program is the simplicity of the user-supplied
input requirements. Several subroutines are also included that can be used to
draw grid lines, zero lines, axis scale values and labels, and legends. A
detailed description of the program operational features and each subprogram
are presented. The general application of the program is also discussed
together with the input and output for two typical plot types. A listing of
the program code, user-guide, and output description are presented in appen-
dices. The program has been in use at Langley for several years and has
proven to be both easy to use and versatile.
INTRODUCTION
Although the primary function of the existing NASA Langley wind-tunnel
complex is the same as that of its earlier predecessor NACA, the capabilities
of the existing facilities are far superior to those of its predecessor with
regard to the relative speeds obtainable, Reynolds number range, and the types
and quality of data that can betaken. The advent of modern strain-gage
balances, pressure and acoustic transducers, flow visualization systems,
engine simulators, attitude measuring devices, and tunnel control and data
acquisition systems have resulted in a tremendous increase in the amount of
data generated during a typical test program. The recent "explosion" in mini-
computer technology has further enhanced the ability to acquire even more
data. Without the availability of both on- and off-line high-speed digital
and analog computers, the test engineers' ability to acquire, reduce, and
analyze this large volume of data would be totally inadequate.
Following a typical wind-tunnel test program, the test engineer is faced
with a large amount of data that must be plotted and faired for analysis and
report presentation. During the earlier NACA period, these data were plotted
and faired manually which required the services of a rather large supporting
staff. This manual operation was slow, very tedious and monotonous, and
often very inaccurate. However, since the introduction of high-speed com-
puters with peripheral mechanical and optical plotting devices, manual
plotting is no longer necessary or desirable. The Langley computing complex
currently consists of some of the advanced CDC computers and CALCOMP plotting
devices available. The speed, quality, and accuracy of the plots generated by
the CALCOMP devices are generally far superior to those generated manually.
The available CALCOMP computer software package is extremely versatile and
relatively easy to use.
The purpose of this report is to describe the features and application of
a computer program written specifically to plot and fair wlnd-tunnel generated
data. This program has the internal designation "PLOTWD" and was written
strictly for use on the Langley CDC computer and CALCOMP plotting systems.
The program can, however, be adapted to other computer and plotting systems
provided the computer has random-access file capability and the plotters have
comparable system software routines. This computer program has been used
extensively by personnel in the Langley 4- by 7-Meter and 7- by 10-Foot High-
Speed wind tunnels for several years and has proven to be very reliable,
flexible, and easy to use. In fact, one of the most noteworthy features of
this program is the simplicity of the input requirements.
This report contains a discussion of the overall program capabilities and
operational structure. A detailed description is included of each subprogram
contained in the program. A listing of the computer code is presented in
appendix A. Only the subprograms that were written specifically for this pro-
gram are listed in the appendix. The external subroutines called that are
part of the Langley CALCOMP software package are not listed. A description of
the user-supplied input requirements and a description of a sample output are
presented in appendixes B and C, respectively.
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aO, aI, a2, • ., am polynomialcoefficients
ci' di' ei' fi coefficientsof splineequation
T
hi incrementin spline independentvariable such as
(x - x.),1(y - Yi)" or (t - ti)
M order of polynomial


















The computer program PLOTWD was originally formulated to plot and fair
sequentially obtained wind-tunnel data on the large 33-inch CALCOMP plotter
paper with either 10 or 20 grid lines per inch. The plots generated could be
used either as working figures or, after proper border masking and labeling,
as final report figures. The later change in the Langley editorial figure
presentation standards due to the enhancement of the CALCOMP software package
allows for the acceptance of final report figures that are almost totally
generated with computer graphics. As a result, additional subroutines were
added to the original program version that can be used to draw grid lines,
axis scale values and labels, and a legend containing the run numbers and
corresponding plot symbols. These plots can be drawn on the plain white
CALCOMP paper and, after additional legend information has been added, are
suitable report quality figures.
The data on a figure for a particular run are identified by one of 22
available symbols as illustrated in Table I. Each symbol can be drawn with
three basic sizes: (I) small (0.100 in.), (2) medium (0.132 in.), and (3)
large (0.168 in.). The data are faired using the standard curve fairing
technique which utilizes tension-splines to compute a maximum of 100 enhance-
ment points between each pair of input data points. All enhancement points
are plotted as a continuous solid line which intersects but does not pass
through the symbol surrounding each input data point. During a typical wind-
tunnel test, the engineer will often request that repeat data points be taken
to either establish anomalies in performance trends or to provide a routine
value. [Fitting a spline curve through the inputcheck data with the repeat
points included will almost always produce curves with unrealistic oscilla-
tions, especially between original and repeat data points_ To overcome this
problem, a subroutine has been included in the plot program which first sorts
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the data so that the data points are in monotonic increasing order and then
deletes all but one data point in each cluster of duplicate data points. The
deleted points are not used as input to the spline curve fit subroutines, but
they are plotted as individual data points with the appropriate symbol.
Additional subroutines are available in the plot program that can compute
and plot either least-squares polynomial or least-squares cubic-spline curve
fits to the input data. These least-squares curve fits are plotted with a
continuous dashed line corresponding to the particular symbol as illustrated
in Table I. If the user desires, a group of subroutines are available to draw
grid lines, axis scale values and labels, and legends. The axis labels that
can be drawn consist of a set of nine standard aerodynamic coefficients as
illustrated in Table II. A convenient place has been designated in the sub-
routine that draws labels where the user can add the coding needed to draw
other axis labels. The character sets available in the CALCOMP software pack-
age are very versatile and the user should be able to draw almost any imagin-
able label.
The user-supplied input requirements were formulated to be simple and at
the same time provide as much flexibility as possible. This flexibility
consists of the ability to plot multiple figures on a single sheet, to plot
almost any combination of data variables, and to plot almost any combination
of runs on a sheet. The input requirements for the basic type of plot without
drawn grid lines, axis scale values and labels, and legends are divided into
two parts. The first part, designated as the plotting setup information,
identifies the plotting sheet boundaries, the symbol size and starting number,
curve fairing and editing options, the data array location of the independent
test variable, and the combinations of test variables to be plotted with cor-
responding axis origin locations and scale factors. The second part, desig-
nated as the plotting sheet information, is a set of namelists, each
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containing a sheet identification number and a list of the runs to be plotted
on the sheets.
The wind-tunnel data to be plotted must be written on a file designated
as TAPEI and attached as part of the job execution procedure. The data must
be written on TAPEI with the following unformatted write statement:
WRITE(1) IRUN, ITEST, IPT, (DATA(I), I = I, IMAX)
where IRUN is the run number, ITEST is the test number, IPT is the data point
number, DATA is an array containing the wind-tunnel data, and IMAX is the max-
imum number of elements in the DATA array. This input data requirment should
be able to accommodate almost any type of wind-tunnel data that is taken
sequentially. After reading the setup information during program execution, a
subroutine is called that reads the data on TAPEI and reloads it on the
random-access file TAPE2 with an equivalent run number indexing. Thereafter,
anytime a particular run is to be plotted, the corresponding data for that run
is read from the random-access file and loaded into a plotting array.
Retrieving the data in this manner simply means that the file read of the data
for a particular run begins immediately at the first data point rather than
each time having to read the data file from the beginning to locate the first
point. This random-access feature greatly reduces the total computing costs
by reducing the execution time and the number of I/O operations.
DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM
The wind-tunnel data plotting program PLOTWD consists of a main program,
18 subroutines, and 2 function subprograms. A computer listing of the program
coding is presented in Appendix A. A description of the input requirements for
the program is presented in Appendix B and a description of the output for a
sample input case listed in Table III is presented in Appendix C. The primary
function and execution sequence for the main program and each subprogram are
discussed in this section. A supplemental list and corresponding description
of the input variables and internal parameters for each routine is included.
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Program PLOT
The function of program PLOT is to control the overall execution of the
plotting process. Listed at the beginning of the program are a group of com-
ment statements that describe the program input requirements. A group of
dimension and common statements appear next consisting of the arrays contain-
ing the run numbers and plotting variables, axis origin locations, and axis
scale and label information. Several global program constants are then
defined and calls made to subroutines PSEUDO and LEROY to initialize the plot
vector file SAVPLT for subsequent post-process plotting on a variety of
plotters at Langley. A call is then made to subroutine SETUP which reads the
input plotting setup data. This is followed by a call to subroutine DATADK
which loads the input wind-tunnel data that is sequentially written on the
input file TAPEI into the random-access working file TAPE2. This subroutine
is called only once during the program execution; therefore, if the plotting
setup information is changed during the program execution, the test number may
not change.
The data array locations of the independent and dependent variables to be
plotted are then loaded into the work array NLOC. A check is then made to
determine if any parts of the plotting setup have common abscissas or ordi-
nates and, if so, the corresponding internal XPLT and YPLT array elements are
set equal to 1.0. These internal arrays are checked during the axis labeling
and zero-line drawing execution step to prevent duplication. The next execu-
tion step is the read of the input namelist SHEET which contains the sheet
number and corresponding run numbers to be plotted. The test, sheet, and run
numbers are then drawn at the bottom of the plotting sheet and the sheet frame
drawn. Arrowheads are then drawn along the bottom and left-hand edge of the
sheet frame to indicate the origins. The corresponding axis scale and label
are then drawn adjacent to each arrowhead. Zero lines which run from the
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arrowhead to the opposite frame border are then drawn if the parameter LZERO
is equal to zero.
Execution then proceeds to plot the desired wind-tunnel data array
variables for each run. The first step is an identification of the plotting
symbol to use. The 22 symbols available are presented in Table I in the
standard order. The number of the symbol to use is the same as the input
order of the run number in the SHEET namelist. If the user desires to skip a
particular symbol, simply input a run number of zero at the appropriate place
in the run number list in the SHEET namelist. If the user desires to set up a
symbol order different from the standard order, this can easily be accom-
plished by redefining the sequential values in the internal array LSYM.
The next step is to read the particular wind-tunnel data corresponding to
the variable to be plotted from the random-access file TAPE2 and to load these
data into the internal array VAR. The next step is to convert the wind-tunnel
data from cofficient form to the equivalent Xp and yp locations on the
plotting sheet using equations
Xp = Xwt/Xsf - xO (I)
Yp=Y/Ysf-Yo'
and to load the converted values into arrays X and Y, respectively. At the
same time, the values for the independent data variable are loaded into array
T and a check is made of the Xp and yp data to determine if any points are
outside the sheet frame. If any points fall outside the sheet frame, a mes-
sage will be printed stating the run and plot number and the number of points
outside the frame. The next step is to sort and edit the Xp and yp data
if the user specified a nonzero value for the input parameter IEDIT. The
final step is to call subroutine CURPLT which plots and fairs the xp and
yp data using tension splines. After plotting all of the specified variable
combinations for a particular run, the above sequence of steps is repeated for
the next run.
After plotting all the specified runs for a particular sheet, the plotter
is advanced to the start location for the next sheet, the next SHEET namelist
read, and the entire sequence of scaling and plotting steps are repeated. The
next execution step in the program is to print a summary of the sort and edit
information. The final execution step is to draw a statement indicating that
all plotting has been completed and to call subroutine CALPLT to close the
plot vector file SAVPLT. The following is a list and description of the
parameters used in this program:
LSYM array containing integer values corresponding to the symbol
order
RUN array containing run numbers to be plotted
NPT array containing the directory or index information on the
random-access file TAPE2 (dimensional size equivalent to
number of data points on input wind-tunnel data file TAPEI)
XTAPE, YTAPE arrays containing wind-tunnel data array indices of Xwt
and Ywt variables
XOFFSET, YOFFSET arrays containing origin xo and Yo locations on plotting
sheet, in.
XSCALE, YSCALE arrays containing axis scale factors Xsf and Ysf, change
in coefficient per inch
XLABEL, YLABEL arrays containing x- and y-axis labels
XPLT, YPLT arrays containing a value of 1.0 if the particular x- or
y-axis is repeated
X,Y arrays containing scale Xp and yp values, in.
T array containing value of independent variable
I0
VAR two-dimensional array containing Ywt data in one level and
Xwt data in the next level
NLOC array containing consecutive DATA array indices of Ywt and
Xwt variables
NO sheet number
NEWCASE if = I, new setup deck follows the current SHEET namelist
if = 0, new SHEET namelist follows
JREAD tape number of file containing input setup and namelist data
NRNMAX maximum number of allowable RUNS per sheet
NPLMAX maxim_n number of allowable plots per sheet
NDMAX maximum number of allowable data points per run
NPMAX maximum number of total data points on TAPEI
IPRT if = 0, print sort- and-edit summary data
if = I, do not print sort--and-edit summary data
LZERO if = 0, draw zero lines
if = I, do not draw zero lines
NORG if = 0, draw arrowheads at axis origins
if = I, do not draw arrowhead at axis origins
IDISK if = 0, random-access file TAPE2 has not been loaded
if = I, TAPE2 has been loaded
ITEST test number
SHEETW, SHEETH plotting sheet width and height, in.
SPACE space between plotting sheets, in.
ISYM starting symbol number
ISIZE symbol size
IOP data fairing option
TENSION spline tension factor O
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IEDIT data sort-and-edit option
TOLR editing tolerance of independent variable
IW DATA array index of independent variable
NPLOT number of desired plots per sheet
IERR if = I after call to subroutine SETUP, indicates that last
case has been read or error occurred
if = I after call to subroutine DATADK indicates that error
occurred during either a read or write of TAPE2
NVAR number of variables read from TAPE2 for each data point
(2*NPLOT+I)
NP number of data points to be plotted for a specified run
Subroutine SETUP
The function of subroutine SETUP is to read and print the plotting setup
information as described in Appendix B. A sample of the print formats are
presented as page I output in Table IV. As various parameters are read from
the input file, checks are performed to insure that the parameter is within
the program limitations. If the particular parameter cannot be safely
redefined within the program limitations, an error message is printed and pro-
gram execution terminated. All the parameters in the subroutine argument list
are defined in the description of program PLOT.
Subroutine DATADK
The primary function of subroutine DATADK is to read data from or write
data to the random-access file TAPE2. If the ICODE parameter equals 0, the
wind-tunnel data on the input file TAPEI is read and then written on the
random-access file using the mass storage write statement WRITMS. Each data
point is read from TAPEI using the following read statement:
READ(1) IRUN, ITEST, IPT, (DATA(I), I = I, IMAX)
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The information in the data array is then shifted forward three array loca-
tions and the values of IRUN, ITEST, and IPOINT loaded into the first three
locations. The information in the resultant DATA array is then written on the
random-access file TAPE2 and the access location loaded into the array NPT.
This access location will be needed during all subsequent reads of this file;
therefore, the user should not add any additional coding that would destroy
the contents of this array. If the data being written on TAPE2 corresponds to
that for the first point of each run, the run number and the array index in
the NPT array are written on a local file TAPE12 for use during the later
reads of TAPE2. The default value for the parameter IMAX is 300. If the
input data tape contains either more or less variables for each data point,
the value of IMAX must be redefined and the dimension size of the DATA array
redefined to a value equal to IMAX + 3. After transferring the data on TAPE1
to TAPE2, a summary of the run numbers available and the total number of data
points transferred is printed as illustrated in Table IV as page 2 output.
If the ICODE parameter equals I, all the wind-tunnel data points for a
specified run number IRUN are read from the random-access file TAPE2 and the
specified variables defined by the user-supplied input values for XTAPE,
YTAPE, and IW are then loaded into the two-dimensional array VAR. The random-
access index location for the first point of the specified run is determined
by reading the run and NPT array index information written previously on
TAPE12. During the read of each data point on TAPE2, the data are loaded into
the array DATA. Thesubsequent transfer of the information in the DATA array
to the VAR array is shifted back three array locations to prevent loading the
values for IRUN, ITEST, and IPT into the VAR array. The test number read from
TAPE2 is, however, checked against the test number specified by the user in
the setup information to ensure that the correct test data were input on
TAPE1.
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Several types of errors can occur which may cause the program execution
to either terminate or proceed to the next specified run number. The types of
errors that may occur include (I) there are no data on TAPE1, (2) the total
number of input data points exceeds the allowable maximum, (3) the input and
specified test numbers are different, (4) the specified run number is not on •
TAPE2, (5) number of data points•for a specified run number exceeds the allow-
able maximum, (6) the number of data points on TAPE2 for a specified run can-
not be determined from the information written on TAPE12, and (7) the speci-
fied XTAPE or YTAPE value exceeds the allowable maximum IMAX. If any of these
errors occur, an appropriate error message will be printed. Most of the
important parameters used in this subroutine are defined in the description of
program PLOT. The following additional parameters are used in this sub-
routine:
DATA array containing Xwt and Ywt data read from either TAPE1 or
TAPE2 (must be dimensioned by IMAX+3)
IMAX maximum number of elements in data array
IRUN specified run number
IPT input data point number
ICODE if = 0, read data on TAPE1 and write to random-access file TAPE2
if = I, read data on TAPE2 for a specified run and load into the
VAR array
OPENMS system subroutine to open and initialize random-access file
READMS system subroutine to read information from random-access file
WRITMS system subroutine to write information on random-access file
Subroutine EDIT
The function of subroutine EDIT is to sort and edit a set of Xp and
yp data to be plotted for a specified run. If the user desires to fair
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the wind-tunnel data with the tension spline method, the set of data to be
faired must be arranged so that the corresponding values for the independent
variable, t, are monotonically increasing, single-valued, and reasonably
spaced to prevent large oscillations in the faired curve. The first time this
Subroutine is called with a specified run number, the results of the sort and
edit procedure are written on the output file TAPE7 and the run number on out-
put file TAPE11 for future printing during the call to subroutine PRTEDT.
Therefore, the first execution step in this subroutine is a check of the
information on TAPE11 to determine whether or not summary data have previously
been written on TAPE7. If so, the parameter NSTORE is set equal to a value
of I.
The next execution step is to sort the input values of the independent
variable, t, so that the final set of values are monotonically increasing.
The sorting is accomplished in an iterative manner with the following steps:
(1) Load remaining unsorted values of the independent variable and
their corresponding indices into temporary arrays TEDT and IEDT,
respectively.
(2) Determine the minimum TEDT value and its corresponding index and
load index value into array ISAVE.
(3) Delete the minimum TEDT value from the TEDT array.
(4) Repeat steps 1, 2, and 3 until all input values of the independent
variable have been processed.
(5) Load sorted independent variable values and corresponding yp values
into temporary arrays using index information in the ISAVE array.
If the user specified on edit tolerance TOLR that is greater than zero, the
sorted data will be edited next to delete all but one data point in each
cluster of repeat points. Repeat points are defined as any two adjacent
points whose difference in the absolute values of the independent variable
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is less than a specified tolerance. The edit procedure consists simply of
connecting the two data points adjacent to a particular cluster of repeat
points with a straight line and then determining the point in the cluster
closest to the line. The closest point will be saved and the remaining points
in the cluster will be deleted. These deleted points are, however, plotted
immediately on the plotting sheet with the appropriate symbol.
Although this editing procedure is simple, four problems may be encoun-
tered which will prevent the sorted data from being properly edited. If any
of these particular problems occur, the error flag IERR will be set equal to
the problem number, all data points input for the particular run plotted with
the appropriate symbol, and control returned to the main program PLOT. Pro-
gram execution will then proceed to plot and fair the next specified run
number. The first error which may occur is that all the values for the sorted
independent variable are within the specified tolerance TOLR. This error
usually occurs because the user specified a tolerance which is too large. The
remaining errors occur due to the presence of several adjacent clusters of
repeat points which prevents formation of the straight line between adjacent
data points. The second flagged error indicates that all data points except
the last are clustered; the third flagged error, that all data points prior to
the particular point being edited are clustered; and the fourth flagged error,
that all data points except the first are clustered. If any of the latter
three flagged errors are printed in the output, the user should carefully
examine the data and decide which data points to delete.
Following the editing procedure, a summary of the sort and edit informa-
tion is written on TAPE7 provided the value of the NSTORE parameter is zero.
The last execution step is to reload the independent variable t, xp, and
yp input arrays with the sorted and edited values. The following additional
parameters are used in this subroutine:
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KEDT number of run numbers written on TAPE11
TIN array containing input values of independent variable t
TEDT array containing sorted and edited values of independent
variable
TSAVE, YSAVE temporary arrays containing values of t and yp
IEDT, ITEMP, temporary arrays containing indices of sorted or edited t
ISAVE values
TMIN minimum value of t
NSTORE if = 0, summary of sort and edit information for particular
run is to be written on TAPE7
NSYM plot symbol number for deleted points
Subroutine PRTEDT
The function of subroutine PRTEDT is to read the sort and edit
information generated during the calls to subroutine EDIT. This information
is read from TAPE7 and consists of the input, sorted, edited, and deleted
values of the independent variable t for all of the runs requested during the
job execution. A sample of the output is illustrated as page 4 output in
Table IV. As previously noted, the sort information is the same regardless of
the number of times the particular run is plotted. However, the edit informa-
tion is only applicable to the first plot of the run. All of the important
parameters used in this subroutine are defined in the description of subrou-
tine EDIT.
Subroutine ZEROLN
The function of subroutine ZEROLN is to draw heavy lines on the plot
perpendicular to the axis at each XOFFSET and YOFFSET location to indicate
origins or zero lines for the variables to be plotted. Each heavy line is
generated by simply drawing a straight line perpendicular to the sheet border
at the specified origin location and then drawing two additional lines
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parallel to the original line and offset to either side of it. The following
subroutine arguments and parameters are used:
XO, YO starting xp and yp plot locations of the zero line, in.
DIST length of zero line, in.
LINE if = I, zero line parallel to x-axis
if = 2, zero line parallel to y-axis
D offset distance of additional lines drawn parallel to zero
line (width of zero line = 2 x D + plotting pen width), in.
Subroutine CURPLT
The function of subroutine CURPLT is to plot and fair a tension spline
curve through an input set of xp and yp values. The subroutine contains a
plot option to plot the symbols only (IOP = 0) and a plot option to plot the
symbols and draw a faired curve between them (IOP = I). For both plot
options, the symbols are plotted by calls to subroutine PNTPLT which has been
attached as part of the CALCOMP software package. If the curve fairing option
has been chosen, the input data points xp and yp are faired with a tension
spline that has a tension factor equal to the value of the input parameter
TENSION. The coordinates of the faired curve are determined by fitting a ten-
sion spline through both the xp and yp as a function of the independent
variable t and then interpolating the two curves to obtain the resultant yp
as a function of xp faired curve which is then drawn on the plot. If the
xp is a scaler function of t (XTAPE value equals IW), the double interpola-
tion process is not necessary. The input value of the parameter IVAR must be
equal to 0 if Xp and t are equal and equal to I if they are not equal. The
first execution step is a check to ensure that the independent variable values
are monotonically increasing. The next step is a call to subroutine CUBSPL
which determines the value of the second derivative xp" and yp" of the
tension spline at the input points. The final execution step is to
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interpolate a specified number of spline coordinates between each pair of
input points and to draw the curve so that it does not cross the borders of
the symbol surrounding each data point. This capability represents a unique
feature of this program.
The following discussion outlines the procedure used to determine the
intersection points of the spline curve with the border of each end point
symbol and the number of coordinates to interpolate between the pair of
points. The straight line distance between the pair of points is computed
first. If the length of the line is less than the nominal width of the
symbol, the spline curve cannot be drawn between the pair of symbols add
execution advances to the next pair of points. If the length of the line is
greater than the nominal width of the symbol, the interpolation increment of
the independent variable, t, between the pair of points is determined using
the formula _%cSJ. _ _J'r_-_ ;_ _ r, rOo,t_, b_-/:_j:
= ti+l - ti (3)
(NH-I) I(t)
where NH = 101 and I(t) is the integer portion of (ti+I - ti). Spline
coordinates are then computed at consecutive 6 increments between the pair of
points.
The next step is to determine the intersection points between the spline
curve and the borders of the symbols drawn at each point. This step is accom-
plished utilizing an iterative technique that is centered around the capabili-
ties of subroutine SYMBOL which determines the coordinates of the border of a
specified symbol as a function of the angular position of a radial line drawn
through the symbol center. The iteration cycle begins at a point on the
spline curve from the symbol center corresponding to a value of t equal to an
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incrementalvalue, H, based on the symbol size. The coordinatesof the spllne
curve are interpolatedusing the functionsubprogramFUNC and then the
straightllne length and angularlocationcomputedfrom the center of the
symbol. The angularvalue is then input to subroutineSYMBOLwhich determines
the corresondingcoordinateson the symbol border. The straightline length
from the symbol center to the border is then computed. If the spline straight
line length is less than that from the center to the border,the value of t is
incrementedby H and the above steps are repeated. If the spline straight
llne length is greaterthan that from the center to the border,the increment
H is halved and added to the previoust value and the above steps repeated.
This procedureis repeateduntil the differencebetween the spline and symbol-
border straightllne lengthsis within a toleranceequal to the value of the
parameterEPS.
After determiningthe intersectioncoordinatesof the spline curve and
the symbol borders for a pair of points,the final step is to plot the spline
curve betweenthe intersectioncoordinates. The LINE subroutine,which is
part of the CALCOMP softwarepackage, is used to plot this curve. This sub-
routinedraws a seriesof connectingstraightlines betweenan input set of
coordinates. By plotting a relativelylarge number of closelyspaced coordi-
nates, the smoothnessof the curve between each pair of input points is
retained. The followingadditionalsubroutineargumentsand parametersare
used in this subroutine:
IVAR if = 0, independentvariablet is plottedon x-axis
if = I, a dependentvariableis plottedon x-axis
IOP if = 0, plot symbolsonly
if = I, plot symbolsand splinecurve
2O
II I|
MX, MY arrays containing second derivative values Xp and y_
of tension spline curve fit
DSI, DS2 arrays containing interpolated Xp and yp spline curve
coordinates between a pair of input points
DUMX, DUMY arrays containing interpolated Xp and yp spline
coordinates between the borders of the symbols surrounding
a pair of input points
NH number of interpolated spline coordinates between a pair of
input points
EPS tolerance used to determine the intersection point between
each symbol border and the spline curve
H initial increment in t value
Function ATANF
The purpose of function subprogram ATANF is to compute the angular posi-
tion of a specified coordinate point in degrees with the quadrants defined
from 0 to 360 degrees. This function is used with subroutine CURPLT to deter-
mine the radial angle of a straight line connecting a specified point on the
spline curve and the center of the nearest symbol.
Subroutine SYMBOL
The function of subroutine SYMBOL is to compute the coordinates of the
intersection between the border of a specified symbol and a radial line drawn
from the center of the symbol. This requires that the border of each symbol
presented in Table I be defined as a function of the angular equivalent of
border coordinates with the origin of the axis system at the symbol center.
The shapes of 22 symbols are defined in this subroutine. The first 10 symbols
are the NASA standard open symbols: (I) circle, (2) square, (3) diamond,
(4) triangle, (5) right triangle, (6) quadrant, (7) dog house, (8) fan, (9)
long diamond, and (10) house. The next 10 symbols are the standard centered 21
(center of symbol indicated by +) symbols corresponding to the standard open
symbols. The 21st symbol is a period and the 22nd symbol is a plus sign. The
symbol border for the last two symbols is an imaginary circle with a radius 10
percent larger than the symbol height. The shapes of the 10 basic open and
centered symbols are made up of various combinations of circles, squares, and
triangles. Most of the symbols are symmetric about the local y-axis except
the right triangle and the quadrant. The shape of each symbol is determined
by computing the straight line or circular arc coordinates of the various
segments that make up the symbol. The equations and angular positions of the
segments that make up each of the 10 basic symbols are relatively easy to
derive and, therefore, are not presented in this report. The following argu-
ments and parameters are used in this subroutine: i
NO symbol number
IS symbol size (i for small, 2 for medium, and 3 for large)
X,Y x and y coordinates of intersection of symbol border and
i radial line drawn from the center of the symbol
T angular position of radial line, deg.
SCALE relative height of three basic symbol sizes, in.
Subroutine CUBSPL
The function of subroutine CUBSPL is to fit a cubic or tension spline
through an input set of x and y values. The cubic spline represents a special
case of the tension spline where the tension is zero. The input x and y data
are used to compute a matrix of simultaneous equations in the form of
H II II
eiYi_I + d.zYi + fiYi+1 = c.l (4)
for i = 2, 3, • • ., N-I where for the cubic spline
e hi-1 , di hi-1 + hi = hi• = = , and fi (5)1 6 3 6
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and for the tensionspline
, o ,]1 2 h i sinh (ohi_)" 0 I
" [ Oc°sh (ohi) h_.]
d = I ocosh (ohi_I) I + - , (6)
i --_- L _ (ohi_I) hi- I sino
i 2 sinh (ohi)o
For both cubic and tension spline,
C, _ -- '1 hi '
hi = xi+I - xi , (7)
and hi_I = xi - xi_I •
For the tension spline, the tension parameter 0 is the average tension per




where o is the user-supplled value of the input parameter TENSION and N is the
number of input values. A complete derivation and description of cubic and
tension splines are presented in reference I.
The second derivatives are the unknowns in the system of equations
generated by equation (4). The matrix of terms is tridiagonal with two less
unknowns than equations;therefore,the second derivativeat the end points
must be specified. In this subroutine, the second derivatives at the end
points are computed by fitting a second-order polynomial of the form
y = alx2 + a2x + a3 (9)
to each end point and its two adjacent input points and then differentiating
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to determine the second derivative which is
y..= 2aI . (10)
The resultant tridiagonal matrix can be solved using the Crout reduction
method which is described in detail in reference 2. Using this method, the
solution becomes a simple back substitution
y_ = cN for i = N
(11)
and y_ = _i - fi Yi+l"for i = N-l, N-2, • • • I
where di = di - e. fi-1 1,
fi = fi/di ' (12)
and
ci - eici_I
The following is a description of the parameters in the argument llst for this
subroutine:
X,Y input arrays containing table of x- and y-values
N number of input coordinates
YPP output array containing y" values
TENSION input tension factor
TENS output dimensionalized tension factor a
A internal work array used during back-substitution process
Function FUNC
The function of subprogram FUNC is to compute the y-value of a spline
curve at a given x-value in a specified interval xi < x > xi+ I.
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The interpolation equation for the cubic spline is
- (xi+1 l
,, [(xi+ I x)3 - x) hi: yi [ - ]+
and for the tension spline is
. [sinh [0(xi+I - x)] (xi+I - x) ]
o 1 1
" r - 3[,,'x,,,-x",,,,'x-x,'lYi+1 sinh [O(x xi)] (x -.Xi)' +2 L s-[_nh(_.] hi _ h.0 i 1
•= (x- xi).where h I
Subroutine DASHLN
The function of subroutine DASHLN is to draw a dashed line spline curve
through an input set of Xp and yp values. The spline curve fit procedure
for this subroutine is very similar to that described for subroutine CURPLT
with the major difference being that symbols are not drawn around each symbol
with this subroutine. Therefore, the complex procedure to determine the
intersection between the spline curve and the symbol border is not included in
this subroutine. The dashed lines that can be drawn consist of various
combinations of long and short dashes as illustrated in table I.
The subroutine CUBSPL is called initially to determine the y_ values of a
tension or cubic spline fit of the input data. A specified number of equally
spaced points are then interpolated between the input end points and the total
length of the curve computed using a simple triangular summation method. The
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basic length of the long and short dash combination and the space between
combinations are then scaled so that the final plotted dashed line will start
and end with a complete long and short dash combination. The scaled dashed
line is then drawn using linear interpolation of the spline curve to determine
the end points Xp and yp values for each consecutive long or short dash.
The following additional subroutine arguments and parameters are used in this
subroutine:
NSYM symbol or dashed line number
lOP if = 0, plot symbols only
if = i, plot dashed line only
NL number of long dashes in each combination
NS number of short dashes in each combination
XI, YI arrays containing interpolated Xp and yp values of
spline curve
S array containing interpolated length of spline curve
NP number of interpolated spline curve values
SL length of long dash, in.
SS length Of short dash, in.
SP length of space between dashes, in.
NLT total number of long and short dash combinations to
be plotted
DTN/DT scaling factor for each dash combination
Subroutine LINEAR
The function of subroutine LINEAR is to determine the x and y values at a
specified t value using linear (straight llne) interpolation. The first
execution step is to determine the interval containing the specified t value.
The final step is to compute the corresponding x and y values using the
following linear interpolation equations:
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X = Xi_I + 6 (Xi - Xi_ 1)
Y = Yi-1 + 6 (Yi - Yi-1) (15)
where 6 = (t - t.z_1)/(ti- ti-1)"
Subroutine LSQPLT
The function of subroutine LSQPLT is to draw a least-squares polynomial
or least-squares cubic spline curve through an input set of x and y values.
For each set of input data, the input points are plotted with the specified
symbol and the least-squares curve plotted with the corresponding dashed
line. The curve-fitting procedure used in this subroutine is similar to that
used in subroutine CURPLT. A separate least-squares curve is determined for
each set of input x and y values as a function of the independent variable t
and a y(x) curve then obtained by interpolation. If the user specifies that
a least-squares polynomial curve be drawn through the input data, subroutine
LSQ is called which determines the coefficients of the specified-order
polynomial. If the user specifies that a least-squares cubic-spline curve be
drawn, subroutine CSDS is called which determines the coefficients of the
third-order piecewise polynomials that constitute the spline curve.
Following the call to the selected least-squares subroutine, the x and y
values at each input t value are computed and sum-of-the-squares of the
differences between the input and least-squares values are computed. If the
user specifies a nonzero value for the parameter IPRINT, a summary of the
least-squares curve fit process will be printed as illustrated in table V and
VI. The final execution step is a call to subroutine DASHLN which draws the
least-squares compute x and y values with the specified dashed line. The
following additional arguments and parameters are used in this subroutine:
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ILSQ if = 0, fit input data with least-squarespolynomial
if = I, fit input data with least-squarescubic spline
NPOL order of polynomialif ILSQ = 0
DF standarddeviationfor least-squarescubic spline if
ILSQ = I
COEF two-dlmensionalarray containingcoefficientsof piecewise
thlrd-orderpolynomialsof cubic spline
CX,CY arrays containingcoefficientsof least-squarespolynomial
XNEW,YNEW arrays containingnew x and y values after curve fit
WT weightingfactor used in least-squarespolynomialcurve fit
IPRINT if = 0, do not print summarydata
if = I, print summarydata
ERRX,ERRY sum-of-squaresof the differencesbetween input and
least-squaresx and y data
SubroutineLSQ
The functionof subroutineLSQ is to determinethe coefficientsof a
polynomial that best fits an input set of weightedx and y data. The
polynomialis in the form
p(xi) = ao + alxi + a2xi2 + " " " + aMxiM (16)
where M is the order of the polynomial. The sum-of-the-squaresdifferences
between the weighted input and polynomialfit values are
N
)2S = _. (P(xi) - wiYi (17)i=l
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The least or minlmum error is
N
_--_=2 P(xi) - wiY i xi =
"=
where j = 0, I, 2 • •., M. This reduces to a set of simultaneous equations
in the form
aO _. xi J + a1_. xiJ+1 • • • + aM_" xi j+M =XwiYiXi3 (19)
which can be solved for the polynomial coefficients aj using a simplified
solution technique that takes advantage of the symmetric properties of the
matrix of terms generated by the left-hand side of equation (19). The
following arguments and parameters are used in this subroutine:
X,Y arrays containing input xi and Yi data
W array containing input weighting factor wi
NP number of input points N
N order of polynomial M
C array containing values of the coefficients of the
least-squares polynomial
A two-dimensional work array
Subroutine CSDS
The function of subroutine CSDS is to fit a least-squares cubic-spline
through an input set of x and y data. The method used in this subroutine
defines a continuous cubic-spline function in the form of the third-order
polynomial
P(x) = ao + alhi + a2hi2 + a3hi3 (20)
for i = I, 2, 3, • • ., N - I where hi = (x - xi) and N is the number of
input points. The coefficients aO, aI, a2, and a3 are computed in a least-
squares manner so that
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N [ xiL sP €21)i=l
where the smoothing parameter SP is in the interval N - 2_N_ SP _ N + 2_ and
6Yi is specified allowable standard deviation in the error in Yi"
A detailed discussion of the least-squares cubic-spllne method is pre-
sented in reference 3 and, therefore, will not be included in this report.
This subroutine is also a part of the standard math-library subprogram package
available on the Langley CDC computer system and is identified by the same
name and argument list. A complete description of the input and output
parameters in the argument llst are presented at the beginning of the listing
of the subroutine in appendix A.
Subroutine AXISLB
The primary function of subroutine AXISLB is to draw scale values on the
x or y axis. The scale value is drawn in one-lnch increments starting at the
origin and continuing for a specified length. Each scale value drawn is
centered adjacent to the inch mark for the y-axis or centered below the inch
mark for the x-axis. The following is a description of the subroutine argu-
ments:
IAXIS if = I, draw x-axis scale values
if = 2, draw y-axls scale values
XORG, YORG Xp and yp values of axis origin, in.
ORG scale value at origin
SCALE increment in scale value per inch
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HT height of scale values, in.
NDIG numberof significant figures to draw on the right side of
the decimal point (NDIG = -I will drop decimal point)
Subroutine COEFSY
The function of subroutine COEFSY is to draw a specified standard
aerodynamic label as illustrated in table II. The first seven labels are the
standard designations for the lift, drag, pitching-moment, rolling-moment,
yawing-moment, and side-force coefficients and lift-drag ratio. The last two
labels are the standard designations for the angle of attack and angle of
sideslip. The width-height ratio for each label is also listed in table II
and is useful to the user when determining the xp and yp values needed to
position the label. If the user desires to add coding to draw other labels,
the additional coding can be inserted following the statement 3 CONTINUE. The
following is a description of the subroutine arguments:
XO xp location of left-hand edge of main character in label,
in.
YO yp location of centerline of main character in label, in.
HT height of main character, in.
ISYM identifying number of label
Subroutine LAM
The function of subroutine LAM is to draw the script "Z" character used
as the subscript for the rolling-moment coefficient label generated by
subroutine COEFSY. This special character is not available as part of the
standard character series contained in the CALCOMP plotting subprogram
package.
SubroutineGRIDLN
The functionof subroutineGRIDLN is to draw a series of horizontaland
vertical grid lines within a specifiedframe size. This process is
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accomplished using simple straight line plotting pen movements. The following
is a description of the subroutine arguments:
XO,Y0 Xp and yp values for the lower left-hand corner of the
frame, in.
XL width of frame, in.
YH height of frame, in.
NDIV number of grid lines per inch
Subroutine RUNKEY
The function of subroutine RUNKEY is to draw a legend containing a list
of run numbers for the data plotted and a corresponding list of symbols. The
run numbers are spaced so that a corresponding list of descriptors can be
typed on a sheet of gum-back paper using the IBM Executive model typewriter
and then cut and attached to the legend adjacent to the list of run numbers.
This particular typewriter is widely used at Langley to type figure titles and
legends. After drawing the symbols and run numbers the words "Symbol" and
"Run" are drawn and underlined above the corresponding lists. The user often
desires to scale a series of plots to either a smaller or larger size using
the magnification factors available as part of the postprocessor PLOT control
card. Using these magnification factors would also cause a corresponding
change in the legend which would prohibit the use of the IBM Executive Model
typewriter to type the list of descriptors. To overcome this problem, a
magnification factor, XM, has been included in this subroutine that adjusts
the letter and number heights and spacings to compensate for the postprocessor
scaling. The following subroutine arguments and parameters are used in this
subroutine:
XO, YO The xp and yp values of the lower left-hand corner of the
legend, in.
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RUN array containing input run numbers
LSYM array containing input symbol order
ISIZE symbol size
HT letter and number character height, in.
NRNMAX maximum allowable number of runs per sheet
XM magnification factor for character and spacings
APPLICATION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM
The basic program variables have been dimensioned for a maximum of 10
runs per sheet, 10 plots per sheet, 50 data points per run, 5000 data points
per test, and 300 wind-tunnel test parameters per data point. The following
procedure outlines the changes necessary to either increase or decrease these
basic program variables:
(I) To change the maximum number of allowable runs per sheet, change the
dimension of the variable RUN and the value of the parameter NRMAX in the pro-
gram PLOT.
(2) To change the maximum number of plots per sheet, change the dimension
of the variables XPLT, YPLT, YTAPE, YOFFSET, YSCALE, YLABEL, XTAPE, XOFFSET,
XSCALE, XLABEL, VAR, and NLOC and the value of the parameter NPLMAX in program
PLOT.
(3) To change the maximum number of points per run, change the dimension
of the variables VAR, ARRAYI, ARRAY2 and the value of the parameter NDMAX in
program PLOT; change the dimension of the variables TIN, TEDT, TSAVE, YSAVE,
IEDT, ITEMP, and ISAVE in subroutine EDIT; change the dimension of the vari-
ables TIN, ISAVE, TSAVE, IEDT, TEDT, IUN, and TUN in subroutine PRTEDT; change
the dimension of the variables MX, MY, and A in subroutines CURPLT and DASHLN;
and change the dimension of the variables XNEW, YNEW, COEF, and SDV and the
value of the parameter NMAX in subroutine LSQPLT.
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(4) To change the maximum number of allowable data points per test,
change the dimension of the variable NPT and the value of the parameter NPMAX
in program PLOT.
(5) To change the maximum number of allowable wind-tunnel test parameters
per data point, change the dimension of the variable DATA and the value of the
parameter IMAX in subroutine DATADK.
The best way to demonstrate the application of the program is to present
and discuss the output for several sample cases. Two sample cases will be
presented (I) a single plot with three variables per sheet and (2) four plots
with a single variable per sheet. The input data for these two cases are
presented in table III. Both cases contain one sheet namelist with identical
sheet and run numbers. The tabulated output for the first case is presented
in table IV and the plotted output, in figure I. If the user desires to plot
dashed lines instead of symbols with connecting solid lines, the call to sub-
routine CURPLT in program PLOT can be replaced with a call to subroutine
DASHLN which will produce the plot presented in figure 2. In a like manner,
if the user desires to least-squares curve fit the input data, the call to
CURPLT can be replaced with a call to subroutine LSQPLT which will produce the
plot presented in figure 3(a) for the least-squares polynomial option and in
figure 3(b) for the least-squares cubic-spline option. The programming
changes required to obtain these optional plots are very simple and require
very little programming knowledge.
Some programming knowledge is required if the user desires to generate a
t
report quality plot on blank (no grid) paper by drawing the appropriate grid
lines, axis scale values and labels, and the legends. The input requirements
for the subroutines that generate the various parts of the plot are relatively
simple and, after a short period of time, the average user should become very
proficient in their use. The computer code required to generate report
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quality plots for the two sample cases presented in table IIl are presented in
table VII and VIII, respectively, and the corresponding plots in figures 4 and
- 5. Each set of code was inserted in the PLOT program following card number
233 (see appendix A) and the original code from cards number 237 to 269
deleted. Careful examination of the code for both cases will reveal that the
same general procedure was used to generate a particular plot. This procedure
is outlined as follows:
(I) position plotting pen and draw grid lines (call subroutine GRIDLN)
(2) draw all zero lines (call subroutine ZEROLN)
(3) draw scale values on x-axis (call subroutine AXISLB)
(4) position and draw label for x-axis (call subroutine COEFSY)
(5) repeat steps 3 and 4 for y-axis
(6) position and draw legend (call subroutine RUNKEY)
The two types of plots presented represent only a small example of the
wide variety of the types of plots that can be generated using the PLOT pro-
gram as the baseline. Most engineers that test in the same facility generally
prefer to present the experimental data taken during a typical test program in
a well-established standard format. The computer code to generate these stan-
dard report quality plots can be written by a programmer with more experience
and simply inserted in the PLOT program code by the user with either the EDIT,
XEDIT, UPDATE, or MODIFY editing postprocessor commands.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The wind-tunnel data plotting program PLOTWD described in this report has
been used successfully at Langley for several years with very few reported
execution problems. The required format for the input data is somewhat
restrictive, but the required user input is very simple and the variety of
plots generated numerous. With relatively minor code changes, the original
version of the program can be changed to handle either larger or smaller
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amountsof test data. The program code presentedin this report was written
especiallyfor use on the Langley CDC computersystem. The program can be
adaptedto other computersystemsprovidedthe system selectedhas a
random-accessfile capabilityand a similarCALCOMPsoftwarepackage. A copy
of the basic source code for this programcan be obtainedusing the following
controlstatements:
GET, PLOTWD/UN= 621288N
UPDATE,F,P= PLOTWD,S = SOURCE,I = 0, L = 0.
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This appendixcontainsa computerlistingof the wind-tunneldata plott-
ing program PLOTWDwhich consistsof a main program, eighteensubroutines,and
two functionsubprograms.
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LISTING OF DECKz PLOT PAGE 1
CARD NO,
1 PROGRAM PLOT(TNPUT, nHTPUTj TAPE5- INPUT_ TAPEI_ TAPEZ_TAPE?•IOOl, PT 1
1TA PEL1°,1DOlt TAPF12mlO01) PT 2
C pT 3
C PROGRAM TO PLOT AND FAiR WIND TUNNel DATA PT t,
.5 C PT 5
C CODED BY --' HARRY L, MORt,AN NASAILARCITADIAAB lOB3 PT 6
C PT ?
C * $ PT q
10 C * -- DEFINITIr]N OF SETUP DECK CARDS -- * PT 10
C * * PT 11
C * CARD NO,, DESCRIPTION FORMAT * PT 12
C * * PT 13
C * 1 TEST - TFST NUMBFR (_lO,O).* PT 14
_,51 C $ * PT 15
C * 2 SHEETW'- WIDTH OF PLOTTING SHEET (INCHES) (3€10.0) * pT 16
C * SHEETH - HEIGHT OF PLOTTING SHEET (INCHES) * PT 17
C * SPACE - SPACE BETWEEN PLOTTING SHEETS (INCHES) * PT 18
C * * PT 19
20. C * 3 ISYM - STARTING SYMBOL HUMMER (2FIO,O) * PT 20
C * ISIZE- SYMBOL SIZE (1 • SMALL 2 • MEDIUM 3 - LARGE) * PT 21
C * * PT 22
C * 6 IOP - PLOTTING OPTION IOP-O PLOT DATA ONLY (2F10,0) * PT 23
C * IOP,,1 PLOT AND FAIR DATA * PT 26
25 C * TENSION- SPLINE TENSION FACTOR (FOR IOP=I ONLY) * PT 25
C * * PT 26
C * 5 IEDIT- EDIT OPTION IEDIT-O NO EDITING (2PlO,O) * PT 27
C * IEDITll EDIT WITH GIVEN TOLERANCE * PT 2B
C * TOLR - EDIT TOLERANCE FOR INDEPENDENT VARIABLE * PT 2q
30 C * * PT 30
C * 6 Ig - DATA ARRAY LOCATION _F INDEPENDENT VARIABL_ (PlO°Ol * PT 31
C * * PT 32
C * 7 NPLOT- NUMBER OF PLOTS PER SHEET (FIO,O) * PT 33
C * * PT 34
35 C * 8 YTAPE :- ARRAY LOCATION OF Y VARIABLE (2(3FIO.Oj, AlO))* PT 35
C * YOFFSET - flRIGIN OFFSET OF Y VARIABLE (INCHE._) * PT 36
C * YSCALF- SCALE VALUE PER INCH FOR Y VARIABLE * PT 37
C * YLABEL - LABFL FOR Y VARIABLE * PT 38
C * XTAPE- ARRAY LOCATION OF X VARIABLE * PT 3q
ttOi C * XOFFSET - ORIGIN OFFSET OF X VARIABLE (INCHES) * PT 40












C * XSCALE - SCALE VALUE PER INCH FOR X VARIA~LE * PT 41
C * XLABEl - LABel J=OR X VARIARLE • PT 42
C * NOTE - CA~D 8 IS RfPEATEO NPLOT TIMES * PT 43
C * • PT 44
C • DEFINITION Of SHEET NAMELI~T PARAMETERS -- * PT 45..PT 46
C. SSHEET - NAMElIST LABEL * PT 47
C * NO - SHEET NIJIolBFR * PT 48
C. RUN - PUN NUMBEP~ TO BF. PLOTTED ON SHEET C"'AXIMlJ/1 OF 10) • PT Itq
C. NfWCASE - IF NFW SETUP DFCK FOLLOWS SET NEWCASF-l * PT 50
C * SEND - FND Of NAMELTST • PT 51
C * • PT 52
C *••••••**.**.**.***•••**.********.**•••**•••••••••••**••••••••••••••• PT ~3
C PT 54
INTEGER RUN PT 55
C PT 56
C DIMENSION ARRAY LSYM WHICH CONTAINS ORDER OF PLOTTING SYMBOLS PT 57
C PT 58
DIMENSION lSYMCZZ) PT 5q
C PT 60
C DIMENSION RUNCNRNMAX) WHERE NRNMAX IS THE MAXIMUM NUMRER OF PT 61
C ALLOWABLE RUNS PER S~EfT PT 62
C PT 63
DIMENSION RUN(10) PT 64
C PT 65
C DIMENSION NPT(NPMAX) WHERE NPI1AX IS THE MAXIMUM NUM~ER OF DATA PT 66
C POINTS FOR TOTAL TFST PT 67
C NOTE -- QO NOT DESTRnV THI5 ARPAY DURING PROGRAM EXECUTION PT 68
C PT 6q
01 "'EN SIGN NPTC 5000) PT 70
C PT 71
C DIMENSION ~AC~ OF THE FOLLOWING ARRAYS BY NPLHAX WHICH IS THE PT 7?
C MAXIP'lUH NUMBFR OJ: ALLOWABLE PLOT~ PER SHEET PT 73
C PT 74
DIMENSION XPLTCIO), VPLTCIO), YTA~ECI0), YOFFSETCIO), YSCALE(10), PT 75
1YLABfLCIO), XTAPECIO), XOFFSETCIO), XSCALE(10), XLABELflO) PT 76
C PT 77
C OIMENSION fACH OF T~E FOLLOWING ARRAYS BY NDHAX WHICH IS THE PT 78
C MAXIMUM ~UMBER OF ALLOWABLE POINTS FOR A GIVEN RUN PT 79
C PT 80
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LISTING OF DECKI PLflT PAGE 3
CARD NO,
81 DIHE_SION X(50)* Y(50)p T(50) PT 81
C PT 82
C DIMENSION VAR(NDMAXtNVAR) AND NLDC(NVAR} WHERE NVAR,,2eNPLM_X+I PT 83
C PT _J4
85 DIMENSION VAR(50p21|p NLDC(21} PT _J5
C PT 86
C DIMENSION ARRAYI(7*NDMAX,,G_.,SOO) AND ARRAY2(3_NOMAX} PT 87
C PT 8B
COMVO_ /WORK/ ARRAYI(500) PT 8q
90 CDNMfJH IPLTI ARRAY_(_50) PT qo
C PT ql
C SHEET NAMELIST DARAMPTERS PT q2
C PT 93
NAMELIST /SHEET/ NO, PIJNj!NEWCASE PT q4
gS. C PT 05
C DEFINE INPUT TAPE NUMBER PT q6
C PT q7
DATA JREADISI PT qe
C PT 99
100" C DEFINE ORDER OF PLOTTING _YMBnLS PT 100
C PT 101
DATA LSYMI1,2,3,4s,5_6;7,8,q, lOpllP12,13t14,15p16pl?plR*tq*20*21p22 PT 102
11 PT 103
C PT !04
i05. C DEFINE MAXIMUM NUHBC.R qF ALLDWABL_ RUNS PER EHEET PT 105
C PT 106
DATA NRNMAXIIO/ PT 107
C PT 108
C DEFINE MAXIMIIM NUNBER OF ALLOWABLF PLOTS PER 5HC_ET PT 10q
110 C PT 110
DATA NPLPAX/IOI PT 111
C PT 112
C DEFINE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ALLrJWABLF DATA POINTS _r_R A GIVEN RUN PT 112
C PT 114
115. DATA NDMAXISOI PT 115
C PT 116
C DEFINE MAXIMUM NUNBER rJF ALL{]WABL_ TOTAL DATA POINTS PT 117
C PT 118
NPMAX,,5000 PT 11q
1201 C PT 120
4O
t, i I
LISTING OF DECK: PLOT PAGE 6
CARD NOD
121 c DEFINE PROGRAMOPTIONS PT 121
C PT 122
C IF IPRT=Op PRINT EDITED DATA PT 123
C IF IPRT-IJ DO NOT PRINT EDITFD DATA PT 124
125 IPRT-O PT 125
C LZERO=O_ DRAW ZERO LINES PT 126
C LZERO=Ij D{1 NOT DRAW ZERO LINES PT 127
LZERO-1 PT 128
C NDRG=Oj DRAW ARRDWHF.AD AT ORIGIN OF PLOTTING VARIA_LF.$ PT 1Zq
130 C NDRG=Ip DO NOT DRAW ARROWHC.AD AT ORIGIN OF PLOTTING VARIABLES PT 130
NORGmO PT 131
C PT 132
C SET PROGRAM CONSTANTS PT 133
C PT 13A
135 IDISK=O PT 135
C PT 136
C INITIALIZE PLrlTTING DEVICF PT 137
C PT 138
CALL PSEUDO PT 13g
140 CALL LEROY PT 160
C PT 141
C READ SETUP DECK PT 162
C PT 143
1 CALL SETUP (ITESTJ, SHEETW_,SHEFTHpSPACE_,ISYMJ,ISIZE_,IOPpTENFIrJNpIEDIT PT 146
165. ZpTCLRjIWINPLOTpYTAPEJ, YOFFSETtYSCALEJ, YLABEL_XTAPEpXOFF_ETgXSCALE, XL PT 145
2ABEL pJREADJ,NPLMAXPIE RR) PT 146
IF (IERR,NE,O) _,0 TO 23 PT 147
C PT 148
REWIND 7 PT !,Ltq
150. REWIND 11 PT 150
KEDT'O PT 151
C PT 152
C LOAD DATA DISK PT 153
C PT 154
1551 IF (IDISK) 3J,2,3 PT 155
2 CALL DATADK (O, ITESTs,IRUN,VARj,NVARs,NLOCJ,NPj,NPTj,NPMAXj,NOMAX_,IERR) PT 156
IF (IFRR,NEoO} GO TO 23 PT 197
C PT 158
3 IDISK-I PT 15g
160. PRINT 24 PT 160
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LISTING CF DECKz PLnT PAGE
CARD NO,
161 C PT 16]
C LOAD PLOITING VARIABLE_ PT 167
C PT 163
DO 4 I-I, HPLOT PT 164
165 J2-?*I PT 165
J1-JS-1 PT 16_
NLOC(J!)-IFIXfYTAO¢(I)+O. O001) PT 167
4 NL_C ( J2)-I FI X{ XTAPE(I)+OoO001 ) PT 168
NVAR=ZSNPLOT+I PT l_q
170 NLOC(NVAR)-IW PT 170
C PT 171
C CHECK FOR DUPLICATE Pt.DTTING V_RIABLFS PT 172
C PT 173
DO q I-I_NPLOT PT 174
175 YPLT.(I)-XPLT(I)=O. PT 175
IF (IoEQ,1) GO TO q PT 176
Jl-I-1 PT 177
DO 8 J'l,J1 PT 178
IF (XTAPE(J)-XTAP_(I|) 6,5,6 PT 17q
180 5 IF (XQFFSET(J)oEOeXOFFSET(I)eANDoXSCALE(J).EQeX$CALEfI)) XPLT(I)-I PT 180
1.0 PT 1R1
6 IF (YTAPE(J)-YTAPE(I)) 8,7p_ PT 182
7 IF (Y_FFSET(J),EQ,YOFFSET(I),AND,YSCALE(J)°EO,YSCALF(I)) YPLT(I)-I PT 183
leO PT 184
1_5 8 CONTINUE PT 185
9 CONTINUE PT 186
C PT 187
C READ SHEFT NUMBER AND PUN_ T_ 8E PLnTTED PT 188
C PT 18Q
1go 10 DO Ii I-laNRNMAX PT lqO
11 RUN(1)-O PT lql
NEWCASE-NO-O PT lq2
C PT 193
RFAD (JREAD, SHEFT) PT 194
lq5 IF (EOF(JREAO|) 23,12 PT 195
12 CONTI NIJE PT lq6
C PT 197
PRINT 25, NO,RUN PT lgB
C PT lqq
200 C PERFORM GRID CHFCK PT ZOO
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LISTING OF DECK= PLOT PAGE 6
CARD NOD
201 C PT 201
CALL CALPLT (OotOot-_) PT 202
CALL GRIDCK PT 203
C PT 204
205 C POSITION PLOTTING DEN AT LnWER LEPT HAND CORNER OP PLOTTING _HEFT PT 205
C PT 206
CALL CALPLT (2._2o,-3) PT 207
C PT 208
C LABEL TEST, SHEFT9 AND RUN NUMBERS PT 20q
210. C PT 210
SZaOo15 PT 711
Dl-lo_ PT 212
C LABEL TEST NUMBPR PT 213
CALL HOTATE (D_-2,O,SZ,SHTEST ,0o,5) PT 214
2151 O=30**SZlTo+D PT 215
TP=FLQAT(ITEST), PT 216
CALL NUHBER (Dp-?.O, SZ,TP,Oo_-I) PT 217
0=36o_SZI7.+0 PT 218
"_ C LABEL SHEET NUMBER PT 219
220, CALL NOTATE (_p-2.O, SZ97H,SH_ET pO,jT) PT 220
O142._SZ17o+O PT 221
TP-FLDAT(NO) PT 222
CALL NUMBER (Dg-ZoO_SZpTP_Oop-I| PT 223
D-36o*SZ/7o+D PT 224
225" C LABEL RUN NUMBERS PT 225
CALL NOTATE (_p-?,OpSZ,6HtRUNS _0o_6) . PT 226
D=42o_SZI7..D PT 227
DO 13 I=IJNRNHAX PT 228
TP=FLGAT(RUN(I) ) PT 229
230 CALL NUMBER (O_-2oOpSZgTPeOo,-l| PT 230




235 C DRAW PLOTTING SHEET FRAME PT 235
C PT 236
CALL CALPLT (O.pOo_3) PT 237
CALL CALPLT (_HEETWjO.s2) PT 23B
CALL CALPLT (SHEETW, SHEETHp_) PT 23q
_40, CALL CALPLT (Oo,SHEETHp2) PT 260
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LISTING OF DECK: PLOT PaGE ?
CARD NO,
2_1 CALL CALPLT (O,pO,p2) PT 2_1
C PT 262
C LABEL ORIGINj VARIABLE DESCRIPTIONt AND SCALE PT 243
2_51 C PT 2_4DO 15 I=I_NIPLOT PT 265
IF (YPLT[I),EQ,I,) GO TD 14 PT 246
D-YDCFSET(1) PT 2€7
IF (NORG,EQ.O) CALL PARRDW (-O,3pDgO.pD_-2,0_.3) PT 2¢8
CALL NOTATE (-1.fl,DeO,15,YLABEL(1)_Oo_lO) PT 269
2501 D-YOFFSET(I)-O,2 PT 250
CALL NUMBER (-I,BPD_O,15_YSCALE(I)jO,_4) PT 251
14 IF (XPLT(I),EO.1.) GO TO 15 PT 252
D-XOFFSET(I) PT 253
IF (NORGoEQ,O) CALL PARROW (Dp-O,3pDpOo_-2oOp,3) PT 254
2551 D-XOFFSET(I)-O,65 PT 255
CALL NOTATE (D_-O,6pO,15_XLABEL(I)pO,PIO} PT 256
CALL NUMBER (Oj-O,B_O,15pXSCALE(I)pO,pa) PT 25 _ _l
15 CONTINUE PT 258
C PT 259
260 C DRAW ZFRO LINES PT 260
C PT 261
IF (LZEROoNE,O} GO TO 1_ PT 262
• DO 17 1"11NPLnT PT 263
• IF (YPLT(I),EO,I,) _O Tn 16 PT 266
265 CALL ZERDLN [OopY_FFSET(I)pSHEETW_I) PT 265
.. 16 IF (XPLT(I),EQ,1,) GO TO 17 PT 266
CALL ZEROLN (XOFFSET(I)pO,t_HEETH_2) PT 267
17 CONTINUE PT 268
18 C_NTI NUE PT 269
270 C PT 270
C READ DATA FROM DATA DISK _ND PLOT PT 271
C PT 272
KSyMIISYM-1 PT 273
2751 C PT 27_DO 21 IRmlpNRNMAX PT 275
C DEFINE RUN NUM_FR PT 276
IRUN=RUN(IR) PT 277
C DEFINE PLOTTING _YM_DL PT 278
KSYM=KSYM.I PT 27q
2BO IF (KSYM.GT.22) KSYM-ISYM PT 280
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IF CIRUN.EQ.O) r,o TO 21
READ DATA FROM DATA nISK
CALL DATADK Cl,ITEST,IRUN,VAR,NVA~,NLOC,NP,NPT,NPMAX,NOMAX,rERR)
IF CIEPR.NE.O) GO TO 21











CHECK TO S~E IF DATA IS WITHIN PLOTTING FRAME
IF (XP.LT.O.O.OR.XP.GT.SHFETW) GO TO 19 .






PRINT MESSAGE IF SOME POINTS NOT WITHIN PLOTTING FRAME
JS-NP-N
IF CN.NE.NP) PRINT 26, IRUN,JS,I
EDIT DATA
I ERR-O
If (lEOIT.NE.O) CALL EDIT (T,~,y, N, NSYH,ISIZE,IRUN,TOLP,KEOT,IERR)
IF CIERR.NE.Of Gn TO 20
















































LIFTING OF DECK8 PLOT PAGE q
CARD NO,
321 21 CONTI t_UE PT 321
C ADVANCE TO 8RIP,IN OF NEXT FRA_IF PT 322
D=SHEFTW+SPACE:I.?,O PT 323
IF (D,LT,DMAX) _)mr)MAX PT 326
325 CALL NFRAME (O,O,) PT 325
C PT 326
C RF.AD NEXT SHEET NAMF_LI_T UNLESS NEW SETUP DECK FOLLOWS PT 327
C PT 328
IF [NEWCASE,NE,O} GO TO 22 PT 329
330 GO TO 10 PT 330
C PT 331
C PRINT EDITED DATA PT 332
C PT 333
22 IF (IEDIT,NE,O,AND, IPRT,_O,O) CALL PRTEDT PT 334
335. PRINT 27 PT 335
GO TO i PT 336
Z3 IF (IEDIT,NE,O,AND. IPRT°EQ,O) CALL PRTEDT PT 337
C PT 338
C F INAL'IZE PLOTTING DFVICE PT 339
360. C PT 360
CALL NOTATE (2,J, 2,,O°5_lSHEND nF PLt3TTING,90o_15) PT 341
CALL NFRAME (4,JO,) PT 342
CALL CALPLT (O°eO,j, qqq) PT 343
C PT 344
365. C PRINT CLOSING MES._AGE PT 345
C PT 366
P_INT 28 PT 347
STOP PT 34B
C PT 349
350 ?.4 FORMAT (1H1_3Xp12HOATA PLDTTF.D) PT 350
25 FORMAT (I_XJ, IOHSHEFT NO =tTSJ, SX,6HRUNS =sq(ITjlH_,)_I?/(3OXpqfI?_,lH PT 351
1_)217)] '" PT 352
26 FORMAT (14XJ, qHFQR RUN -pITp_H p pI4p55H PO'INTS WEPE NOT WITHIN PLO PT 353
1TTING SHEET FRAMF FOR PLOT =pI3) PT 354
355 Z7 FORMAT (14X;Z_HNEW CASE SHOULD Fr]LL_W} PT 355
;'8 Ff]RMAT (/ztX_Z2HALL PLOTTING COMPLETED) PT 356
END PT 357-
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LISTING CF DECKx SETUP PAGE 1
CARD NO.




5 C ROUTINE TO REAn PLOTTING SETUP DFCK ST 5
C ST 6
C CODED BY -- HARRY L. MORGAN NASA'ILARCITADIAAB 1983 ST ?
.. C ST B
C PARAMETER DEFINITION ST 9
10 C ITEST - TE_T NUMBER ST 10
C SHEETW - WIOTH OF PLOTTING SHFET (IN) ST 11
C SHEETH - HFIGHT OF PLOTTING SHEET [IN) ST 12
C SPACE - SPACE BFTWF_N PLOTTING SHEETS (IN) ST 13
C ISYM - STARTING SYMBOL NUMBER ST 14
[5. C lOP - PLOTTING OPTION - IflP=OJ PLOT SYM'BOLS ONLY .ST 15
C IOP=lj PLOT AND FAIR DATA ST 1_
C TENSION - SPLINE TENSION FACTOR ST 17
C IEDIT - EDIT OPTION - IEDIT=Op OD NOT S'ORT AND EDIT DATA ST 1B
C IEDIT=lt SnRT AND EDIT DATA ST lq
20. C TOLR - EDIT TOLERANCE OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLE ST 20
C IW - DATA ARRAY LOCATION OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLE ST 21
C NPLOT - NUMBER OF PLOTS PPR SHEFT ST 22
C YTADE - DATA ARRAY LOCATION OF Y VARIABLE ST 23
C YOFFSET - oRIGIN OF Y VARIABLE [IN) ST 24
251 C YSCALE - VALUE PER INCH FOR Y VARIABLE ST _5
C YLABEL - LABEL FOR Y VARIABLE ST Z6
C XTAPE - DATA ARRAY LOCATION O_ X VARIABLE ST 27
C XOFFSET - ORIGIN OF X VARIABL_ (IN) ST 28
C XSCALE - VALUE PER INCH FOR X VARIABLE ST 29
30 C XLABEL - LABEL _OR X VARIABLE ST 30
C dREAD - TAPE NUMBER OF INPUT FILE ST 31
C IERR - ERROR INDICATOR - IERR=O_ NO ERRORS OCCURRED ST 32
C I_RR=lp ERRORS OCCURRFO ST 33
C ST 34
35 C XTAPEpXOFFSET,XSCALEpXLABELeYTAPEpYOFFSTET_YSCALE_ AND YLABEL ST 35
C MUST BE PROPERLY DIMENSIONED IN CALLING PROGRAM ST 36
DIMENSION XTAOEfl)p XDFFSET(1)p XSCALE(Z)t XLABEL(1)e YTAPE[1)p YO ST 37
1FFSET(Z)_ YSCALE(1)p YLABELfZ) ST 38
601 C DIMENSION AND DEFINE SYMBOL SIZE ARRAY AND NMAX ST 39OIMFNSION IS(3) T 40
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PR INT 7, ITEST










PRINT 9, ISYH,)S(ISIZE) .




IF (IOP.EQ.O) DRINT 10
IF (IOP.EQ.I) P~INT 11, TENSION
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LI_TING OF DECY= SFTU _ PAGE 3
CARD NO,
81 IF (I£DIT,LT,O,qR,IFDIT°GT,11 IFnIT=O ST RZ
IF [IEDIT,EQ,I} PRINT l?.p TnLR " ST 8?
C ST 83
C READ AND PRINT It,/ ST 84
B5 C ST 85
READ (JRFADj,6) D1 ST 86
IW,,IFIX[DI.O,O001 ) ST B?
PRINT 13J,IW ST 88
IF (IW,LE,O) GO Tq 4 ST 80
90 C ST gO
C READ AND PRINT NPLqT ST ql
C ST 92
RFAD (JRFADj,6) D1 ST q3
NPLDT=IF IX (DI+O, 0001 ) ST 94
95 PRINT 14_ NPLnT ST q_
IF (NPL_T,LE,¢),rJR,NPLOT,GT°NPLMAX) GO TO 3 ST q6
C ST 97
C READ AND PRINT YTAPEgY_FFSETpY_CALE_,YLABEL, XTAPE$,X']FPSETgXSC&LEJ, ST 98
C AND X LA_EL ST 99
100 C ST 100
DO Z I=lj,NPLOT ST 101
READ (JREAD.,15) YTAP_(1)jYOFFSET(I)pYSCALE(I),YLABFL{I)pYTAPF(I)gX ST 102
1OFFSET(I), XSC^L_ (I)j,XLABEL (I) ST 103
IX=IF IX( XTaPE(I) +0,0001) ST 104
105 IY-IF IX (YTAPE (I1.0,0001] ST 105
PRINT 16, I_IYpYOFFKET(I|pY_CAL_(1),YLABEL(I)plX,_(OFF_FT(I)PXS_ALF _T I06
I(I)_,XLABEL(I) ST 107
? CONTINb£ ST 108
GO TO 5 ST loq
llO C ST 110
C PRINT ERROR MESSAGES THAT MAY HAVF. OCCURRED ST 111
C ST 112
3 PRINT l?p NPLOT ST 113
IERP=I ST 114
115 GO TO 5 ST 115
4 IERQ=I " ST 116
C ,, ST 117
C RETURN TO CALLING PRqGRA_ ST 118
C ST 119
120 5 RETURN ST 1__0
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LISTING OF DECK: SETUP PAGE 4
CARD NO.
121 C ST 121
6 FORMAT (&FIO.4) ST 122
7 FORMAT (IHI_3X_3OHPLOTTING SETUP DECK FOR TEST -pIT) ST 123
8 FORMAT (qX_13HSHFFT WIDTH -p_8,2jSXplqHSHEET HEIGHT =_FB,2_SXt22HS ST 124
125 :.IPACE BETWEEN SHEETS -pFB,2) ST 125
q FOQMAT (4X_Z4HSTARTING _YWBOL NUWBER -,I3_SX,ISHSYMnOL SIZE IS ,^6 ST 126
1) ST 1_7
10 FORMAT (_X,ZSHDATA WILL BE PLOTTED ONLY) • ST 12_
11 FORMAT |4XtSgHDATA WILL BP FAI_ED AND PLOTTED USING SPLINE WITH TF ST l_O
130 INSIDN -tFb, 2) • ST 130
Z2 FORMAT (_Xp_HDATA WILL BE FOITED WITH AN EDIT TOLERANCE =,pn._) ST 131
13 FORMAT (4Xs3OHTADF LOCATION nF INDEPENDENT VARZA@LF -,I4) ST 132
14 FORMAT (4X,27HNUMBFR OF DLOT_ PeR SHEET =:I4/?X, BHPLOT NO,pSX_SHYT ST 13_
1A°E_SX_THYOFF_ET,6X_6HY_CAL_p6Xp6HYLABELpgXISHXTAPFJ=X,?HXOFFSET,6 ST 134
135 2Xp6HXSCALEp6X_61tXLA_L) ST 135
15 FORMAT (3F10,4p_lO;3FlO,49AlO) ST 13_
16 FORMAT (8XtI3pI_(.B_X_I4_SX_FT°2,2_,PZZ,4_2X_AIO)! ST 137
17 FORMAT (/6X_6OHFRRO_ OCCURRED -- I_ S_TUP DECK NPL_T -_I_) ST 13B
END ST 13q-
5O
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LISTING OF DECKI DATADK PAGE 1
CARD NO,
1 SUBROUTINE DATADK (ICODE_TT_ST_IPUN_VARpNVARtNLOC,NPpNPT, NPMAXpNDM DK 1
IAX_IERR) OK 2
C DK 3
C ROUTINE TO READ FROM OR WRITE TO A DATA DISK OK 4
5 .C DK 5
C CODED BY -- HARRY L, MORGAN NASAILARCITADIAAB 1983 OK 6
C DK 7
C PARAMETER DEFINTTION DK 8
C DK 9
10 C ICODE - READ 09 WRIT_ OPTION DK 10
C ITEST - TEST NUMBER DK 11
C ICODE-O, WRITE IN DATA DISK DK 12
C ICDDF'lt READ DATA FROM DATA DISK OK 13
C IRUN - RUN NUMBER TO BE hEAD FROM 'DATA DISK DR 14
15 C VAR(IIJ) - TWO DIMENSIONAL ARRAY CONTAINING DATA READ FROM DK 15
C DATA DISK, {I-I_,,,,_NP AND J'I,e,,,PNVAR) DK 16
C NVAR - NUMBER OF VARIABLES READ FROM DISK FOR FACH POINT OF DK 17
C DATA OK 18
C NLOCKJ) - ARRAY CONTAINING DATA ARRAY LOCATIONS _F DESIRER DK Zg
20 C VARIABLES, (J=IJ,,,,pNVAR) DK 20
C NP - NUMBER OF DATA POINTS READ FROM DISK FOR DE_IREO PUN DK 21
C NPT - ARRAY CONTAINING COUNT NUMBER OF DATA POTNTS STOREn ON DK 22
C THE DATA DISK DK 23
C NPMAX - MAXIMU M NIJMBFR OF DATA POINTS OK 26
25. C NDMAX - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ALLOWABLE DATA POINTS FOR ANy GIVEN DK 25
C RUN' DK 26
C IERR - ERROR INDICATOR DK 27
C IERR-Ot NO ERRORS OCCURRED DK 28
C IERR-I_ ERROR OCCURRED DUPING READ OR WPITE DK 2q
30' C IERR-_t IRUN NOT ON DATA DISK DK 30
C OK 31
C NOTE -- VARe NLOCp AND NUT MUST BE PROPERLY DIMENSIONED IN THE DK 32
C CALLING PPqG_AM OK 33
C DK 36
351 DIMENSION VAR(NDMAXel)9 NL_C(Z), NPT{1) DK 35
C DK 36
C WORK ARRAY OK 37
C OK 38
COMMON IPLTI NPRT{IO) DK _9
40 C DK 40
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DIMENSION OATA(IMAX+3) WHERE '"AX IS THE HAXIHU~ NUMBER OF DATA OK 41
VARIABLES STORED ON THE INPUT DATA TAPE OK 42
OK 43
COMMON IWORKI OATA(303) OK 44
OK 45
DEFINE ITAPE (INPUT DATA TAPF NUMBER) AND NDISK (DATA DISK OK 46
NU~BFR) OK 47
OK 48
DATA ITAPE/l/,NDISK/'.1 OK 49
DEfINE IHAX OK 50
DATA IMAX/3001 OK 51
OK 52




REWIND 12 OK 57
OK 58
SELECT READ OQ WRITE PROCEOURE OK 59
OK 60
IF (ICOOE) 1,1,16 OK 61
OK 62
WRITE DATA ON DATA DISK OK 63
OK 64
INITIALIZE NPT OK 65
00 2 I-l,NPHAX OK 66
NPT(I)-O OK 67
OPEN DATA DISK OK 68
CALL OPENHS (NOISK,NPT,NPHAX,O) OK 69





REWIND INPUT TAPE OK 75
REWIND ITIPE OK 76
READ DATA FROM INPUT TAPE OK 77
READ (ITAPE) IRUN,ITESTC,IPT,(OATA(I),1-1,IHAX) OK 78
IF (EOF(ITAPE)) 10,4 OK 79
CONTINue . OK 80
t m
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LISTING OF DECK: DATADK PAGE 3
CARD NOD
81 IF (IRUN,GT,RqoOg) GO TO 10 DK B1
IF (ITESTCQNE,ITEST) GO TO 15 DK 82
C DK 83
C NOTE -- POINTS OR RUNS CAN BE VOIDED HERE OK 84
85 C DK 85
C LOAD DATA ARRAY DK 86
DO 5 I-lp IMAX OK B7
J'Ii-I DK 88
J3-J+3 DK 8q
qOi DATA (J3)-DATA(J) DK gO
5 CONTINUE OK ql
DATA (1)=FLOAT(I RUNt DK 92
DATA (2] "FLOAT{ I TFSTC) OK 93
DATA (3)'FLDAT(IPT) DK q4
95 KaK+I ' DK 95
C CHECK TO SEE I_: POINT COUNT EXCFFDS ALLOWABLE MAXIMUM OK 96
IF (K-NPMAX) 6p14t14 OK 97
C WRITE ON TAPE 1_- RUN NUHBER AND COUNT N'UMBEROr FIRST DATA DK 98
C POINT OF RUN DK qq
100 6 IF (IRUNP} 7sBJ,7 DK 100
7 IF (IRUN-IRUNP) 8p9_8 DK 101
8 IC" IC 41 OK 102
WRITE f12) IRUNpK DK 103
IRUNP-IRUN " DK 104
Z05 C WRITE DATA QN DATA DISK OK 105
q CALL WRITHS (NDISKpDATAJ, I3pKpO_,O} OK 106
C READ NEXT DATA POINT ON INPUT TAPE DK 107
GO TO 3 DK lOB
C WRITE ON TAPE 12 RUN NUMBER AND COUNT NUMBER OF LAST DATA DK 109
110 C POINT + I (1F RIIN DK 110
10 K-K+1 _ DK 111
WRITE (12) IRUNPpK OK 112
- END FILE 1Z DK 113
C DK 114t
115. C PRINT SUMMARY OF RIINS STORED ON DATA DISK DK 115
C OK 116
PRINT 29_ ITESTC DK 117
IF (IC,EqoO) GO TO 13 OK 118
REWIND 12 DK 119
120 K'O OK 120
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LISTING OF DECKs DATADK PAGE 4
CARD NO,
121 DO 12 1-111C DR 121
READ (12) IRUNIJS DK 122
K-K.Z OK 123
NPRT(K)-IRUN DK 124
1251 IF (K-ZO) 12ellp11 DK 125
11 PRINT 301 (NPRT(J)pJ-1110) DK 126
K-O OK 127
12 CONTINUE DK 12B
IF (K,GT,O,AND,K,LT,IO) PRINT 301 (NPRT(J)IJ-11K) OK 129
130. READ (12) IRUNIK OK 130
K-K-1 OK 131
PRINT 311 K OK 132
REWIND 12 OK 133
GO TO 28 ' OK 134
135. C OK 135
C PRINT ERROR THAT MAY HAVE OCCURRFD DURING WRITE TO DISK OK 136
C DK 137
13 PRINT 32 OK 138
IERR-Z DK 139
140 GD TO 2B OK 140
14 PRINT 331 NPHAX DK 141
IERR'I DK 142
GO TO 28 DK 143
15 PRINT 341 ITE_TpITESTC OK 144
145. IERR'I OK 145
GO TO 28 DK 146
C DK 147
C READ DATA FROM DATA DISK DK 148
C DK 14q
1501 C READ TAPE 12 TO FIND POINT COUNT DF FIRST DATA POINT FOR DK 150
C DESIRED RUN DK 151
16 READ (12) JpK T DK 152
IF (EDF(12)) 23p17 DK 153
17 IF (J-IRUN) 16p18,16 OK 154
155 C READ TAPE 12 TO FIND POINT COUNT OF FIRST DATA POINT FOR DK 155
C NEXT RUN ON_ATA DISK DK 156
18 READ (12) JJJS OK 157
IF (EOF(12)) 24jlq OK 158
C COMPUTE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS ON DATA DISK FOR DESIRED RUN DK 159
1601 19 NPtJS-K DK 160
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LISTING OF DECK_ DATADK PAGE 5
CARD NO,
161 IF (NP,GT,NDMAX) GO TO 26 DK 161
C READ DATA FRnM OATA DISK OK 162
DO 22 I'ltNP DK 163
CALL READMS (NDISKpDATAPI3pK) DK 164
165. C CHECK TEST NUMBER DK 165
ITESTC-IFIX(DATA(2).O,O001) DK 166
IF (ITESTC,NE,ITEST) GO TO 25 DK 167
C STORE DATA NEEDED FOR PLOTTING DK 168
DO 21 J-1;NVAR DK 16q
170 J3-NLOC(J)+3 DK 170
IF (J3-I3) 20;20;27 DK 171
20 VAR(I;J)-DATA(J_) DK 172
21 CONTINUE OK 173
22 K-K.1 DK 174
175. GO TO 28 DK 175
C DK 176
C PRINT ERROR THAT MAY HAVE OCCURRED DURING READ FROM nATA DI_K DK 177
C DK 178
23 PRINT 35; IRUN OK 17q
180. IERR'2 DK 180
GO TO 28 OK 181
26 PRINT 36; IRUN DK 182
IERR'I DK 183
GO TO 28 DK 184
1851 25 PRINT 37; ITEST;ITESTC DK 185
IERR'1 DK 186
GO TO 28 DK 187
26 PRINT 38s IRUN;NDMAX DK 188
IERR'I DK 18g
lqO GO TO 28 DK 190
27 PRINT 39; JSJIRUN;IMAX DK 191
I_RR-I DK 192
C DK lq3
C RETURN TO CALLING _RnGRAM DK 19_
195 C DK 195
28 RETURN DK lq6
C DK 197
29 FORMAT (1H1;SX_71HTHE FOLLOWING LIST OF RUNS ARE AVAILABLE ON THE DK 198
1DATA DISK FOR TEST NO, 9151) DK 199
200 30 FORMAT (SXJIOTIO; DK 200
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LISTING CF DECK! DATADK PAGE 6
CARD NO,
201 31 FORMAT (/5X__qHTOTAL NUMBER OF DATA POINTS =tiT) DK 201
32 FORMAT (/SX_bTHERROR OCCURRED DURIN_ WRITE TO DATA DISK --- NO DA DK 202
1TA ON INPUT TAPE) DK 203
2051 33 FORMAT (15X_g2HERROR OCCURRED DURING WRITE TO DATA DISK --- POINT DK 204I COUNT HAS EXCEEDED ALLOWABLE MAXIMUM OF J,17) DK 205
34 FORMAT (/5X_71HERROR OCCURRED DURING WRITE TO DATA DISK --- REOUF DK 206
1STFD TEST NUMBFR IS tISJ,34H AND TEST NUMBER ON INPUT TAPE IS pIS) DK 207
35 FORMAT (15X_5PHERROR OCCURRED DURING READ FROM DATA DISK --- RUN OK 208
1NUMBER J,ITj, 15H IS NOT ON DISK) DK 209
2101 36 FORMAT (ISX_91HERROR OCCURRED DURING READ FROM DATA DISK --- SEAR DK 210
ICH FOR STARTING POINT FOR RUN FOLLOWING _,ITJ,14H WAS NOT FOUND) DK 211
37 FORMAT (15Xj?2HERROR OCCURRED DURING READ FROM DATA OI_K --- REOU DK 212
1ESTED TEST NUMBER IS s,ZSt?BH AND TEST NUMBER ON DISK IS s,/5) DK 213
38 FORMAT (15X_47HERROR OCCURRED DURING READ FROM DAT.& DISK --- /SYp DK 214
215 125HNUMBER OF POINTS FOR RUN J,IT_3OH FXCEED'S ALLOWABLE MAXIMUM OF j,DK 215
214) DK 216
3q FORMAT (15XJ,47HERROR OCCURRED DURING READ FROM DATA OI._K --- 15Xp DK 217
11BHVARIABLE LOCATInN j,IA.p23H REQUESTED FDR RUN NO, JI'TJ,30H EXCEEDS OK 218
2201 2 ALLOWABLE MAXIMUM OF 1141 DK 21qEND DK 220-
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SUBROUTINE EDIT (T,X,Y,N,N5YH,ISIZE,IRUN,TOLR,KEDT,IfRR) ED 1
ED 2
fD 3
ROUTINE TO SORT AND FDIT DATA ED 4
ED 5
CODeD BY -- ~ARRY L. ~ORGAN NASA/LARC/TAD/AAQ 1983 ED 6
ED 7
PARAMETER DEFINITION ED 8
T - ARRAY CbNTAININr. INDEPENDENT VARIABLE ED Q
X - ARRAY CONTAINING ~ VARIA~LE ED 10
Y - ARRAY CONTAINING Y VARIABLE ED 11
N - NUMBER OF POINTS TO RE SORTED AND EDITED ED 12
NSYM - SYMBOL NUM~ER TO BE USED TO PLOT UNEDITFD POINTS ED 13
ISIZE - SYMBOL SIZE ED 14
IRUN - RUN NUM8ER ED 15
TOLR - EDIT TOLERANCE OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLE ED 16
KEDT - NUMBER OF RUN~ ALREADY EDITED AND STORED fOR FUTURE ED 17
PRINT OUT EO 18
IERR - EDIT ERROR INDICATOR ED 19
IERQ-O, NO ERRORS OCCURRED ED 20
IERR-l, DURING EDIT OF FIRST SORT POINT ALL GREATER ED 21
POINTS ARE WITHIN EDIT TOLERANCE ED 22
IERR~2, DURING ED~T OF LAST SORf POINT ALL LESSER ED 23
POINTS ARF. WITHIN EDIT T'OLERANCE ED 24
IERR-3, DURING EDIT OF INTERMEDIATE SORT POINT ALL EO 25
LESSER POINTS ARE WITHIN EDIT TOLERANCE ED 26
IERR-4, DURING EDIT Of INTERMEDIATE SORT POINT All ED 27
GRF.ATFR DOINTS ARE WITHIN EDIT TOLERANce EO 28
EO 29
T, X. AND Y MUST BE PROPERLY DIMENSIONED IN CALLING PROGRAM EO 30
DI~ENSION T(l). XU), Y(l) ED 31
WORK ARRAYS ED 32
COHMON IWORK/TIN(50),TEDT(50),TSAVf(SO),YSAVEC50),IEDTC50).ITEHPC ED 33
150),ISAVE(SO) ED 34
ED 35
CHECK TO SEE IF THIS RUN HAS ALREADY BEEN EDITED AND STORED FOR ED 36
FUTURE PRINT OUT EO 37
ED 38
IERR-O ED 39
IF CN.lT.l) R~TURN EO 40
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LISTING CF DECKs EDIT PAGE 2
CARD NO,
41 NSTDRE=2 FD 41
REWIND IZ ED 42
IF (KEDT] 3p3pl ED 43
I READ (11| NRUN ED 44
45 IF (EOF(11)} 3_Z FO 45
2 I_ (IRUN-NRUN| le4pl ED 46
3 KEDT=KEDT.I ED 47
NSTORE=O ED 4B
IF (KEfiT,GT,1) BACKSPACF 11 ED 49
50 WRITE (11) IRHN ED 50
END FILE 11 ED 51
4 IN=N ED 52
C ED 53
C SET INITIAL VALUES OF TINp TEDTe IEDTp AND ITEMP EO 54
55 C ED 55




601 5 ITEMP(I)=I EO 60
C ED 61
C SORT DATA ED 62
C EO 63
KI-N ED 64
65 DO 12 I=I_N EO 65
IF (I,EQ,1) G_ TO 7 ED 66
K=O ED 67
DO 6 JJ=I_K1 ED 68
IF (JJ,EQ,JSAVE) GD TO 6 ED 69
70 KmK+I EO 70
TEDT(K)-T(JJ) ED 71
IEDT(K)=ITEMP(JJ) EO 72
6 CONTINUE ED 73
T_IN=TEDT(1] EO 76
75 K1=KI-1 ED 75
GO TO 8 EO 76
? TMINmT(1) ED 77
8 JSAVE=I EO 78
DO 11 J=I,K1 EO 79
801 " IF (I.EQ.1) TEDT(J)=T(J| EO 80
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DO 13 1-1, IN
K1-ISAVE(I)
YSAVE (I ) - Y(K 1)
EDIT CAT".
N1-N-1















IF (I.GT.Nl) roo TO ~7
















































LISTING OF DECKt EDIT PAGE 4
CAR{) NO,
121 J.=J+l EO 121
IF (I,EQ,IN) _O Trl 21 ED 122
IF (ITEMP(I),EO,O) GO TO 18 ED 123
GO TO 17 ED 124
125 18 KZ=KI+J ED 125
- IF (K1,EQ,1] GO TO lq EO 126
I1 -KI-1 EO 127
I2-K2+1 ED 128
GO TO 23 ED 12q
130 lq II=K2 EO 130
20 II=Ii+l : ED 131
12=I1.1 ED 132
IF (12,GT,IN) IFRR-I ED 133
IF [I2,GT, IN) GO I"0 2q ED 134
1351 DIFF=ABS(TSAVF_(I2)-TSAVE(I1}) ED 135
IF (DIFF,LE,TDL_) GO T{I 20 ED 136
GO TO Z3 ED 137
21 12=K1 ED 138
22 I2=IZ-Z ED 139
140 II=I2-1 ED 140
IF (II,LT,I) IERR'2 ED I_I
IF (I1,LT,1) GO TO 20 ED 142
DIFF-ABS(TSAV_(IZ)-TSAVE(II')) EO 163
IF [DIFF.LE.TDL_] GD TO 27 ED 144
145 KZ=KI+J _ ED 145
23 IF (II,LT,1) I_RR'3 ED 146
IF (I1, LT,1) GO Tq 29 ED 147
IF (12,GT,IN) IERR=4 ED 1%8
IF (I2,GT, IN) Gr] TO ?q ED 149
150. IEDT(N)=ISAVE(K1) FD 150
T(1)=YSAVE(I1)$TSAVE(I2|-YSAVE(I2|*TSAVE(I1) ED 151
T (Z)=YSAVE( I 2)-YSAVF [I 1) ED 152
T[3)=TSAVE(IZ)-TSAVE (I1) EO 153
TMIN=ABS (YSAVE (K1)-( T(1) +T ( ? ]*TSAVE (K1) | I'r[ 3) ) ED 154
1551 KI=K/+Z ED 155
DO 25 K=KZ_K2 ED 156
DIFF=ABS(YSAVE(K)-(T(1)+T(2)$TSAVE(K))IT(3)) ED 157
IF (DIFF,LE,TMIN) GO TO 24 ED 158
GO TO 25 ED 159
160 24 TMIN-DIFF ED 160
LISTING CF DECK: EDIT PAGE 5
CARD N{],
161 IEDT(N)=ISAVE(K) ED 161
25 CDNT INIIE ED 102
IF (K?.,EQ,IN) GO TO 27 ED 163
IF (I,EO,N1) GO TO 26 ED 164
165 N=N+I ED 165
I-I+1 ED 166
GD TO 16 ED 167
26 N=N.I ED 168
IEDT(N)=ISAVE(IN) ED 169
1701 Z7 DO 2B K=lgN ED 170
KI=IEDT(K | ED 171
28 TEDT(K)=TIN(KI) _ ED 172
GO TO 33 . EO 173
29 IF (NSTORE,EQ,O) PRINT 40, IRUN,TOLRtIERR ED 174
175 DO 30 I=I,IN ED 175
KI'ISAVE[I) ED 176
CALL PNTPLT (X(K1)pY(K1)pNSYMDISIZE) ED 177
IF (NSTORE,EQ,O) PRINT 41, I_,K1,TSAVE(1)s,XfK1),Y(KI} ED 178
30 CONTINUE ED 17q
180 RETURN ED 180
31 DO 32 I=ItIN ED 181
KI=ISAVE(1) ED 182
TEDT(I)=TIN(K1) EO 183
32 IEDT( I)=KZ ED 184
185. C ED 185
C WRITE EDITED DATA ON TAPE ? FOR USE IN SUBROUTINE PRTEDT ED 186
C ED 187
33 IF (NSTDRE.EQ.1) GO TO 34 '" ED 188
WRITE (7) IRUN_INs,NpTDLR ED 189
1go WRITE (71 (TIN(I)pI-leIN) ED ZgO
WRITE (7) (ISAVE(IItTSAVE(1)JI-ltIN) EO 191
WRITE (7) (IEDT(ItpTFDT(I)_I=IpN) ED 192
C ED 193
C REORDER T_ Xp AND Y FOR PLOTTING ED 194
lg5 C ED 195
34 DO 35 I=lpIN ED lq6
35 T(I)mTEDT(I) ED 197
DO 36 I"IpIN E'D 198
TSAVE(I)=X(I) EO 190
2001 36 TEDT(I),,Y(I) " EO 200
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LISTING OF DECK= EDIT PAGE 6
CARD NO,,
201 DO 37 I-XpIN ED 201
K'IEDT(I) ED 202
X(1)-T._AVE(K) ED 203
_7 Y(I)'TEDT(K| EO 204
205. C ED 205
C PLGT DATA POINTS NOT EDITED ED 206
C ED 207
IF (N.EQ.IN) R_TURN ED ZO8
DO 3q I-IpIN ED 209
210 KI"O FD ?-10
DO 38 J=ltN ED 211
IF (IEOTfJ).EO'I) KI-1 ED 212
38 CONTINUE FD 213
IF (KI.EQ.O| _.ALL PNTPLT (TSAVEfIIpTECTII)j.NSYMpISTZE) EO 216
215 IF ((KI.EO.O).AND.IN,_TOQE.FO.O)] WRITF (7) I,TIN(I) ED 215
3q CONTINUE ED 216
C ED 217
C FD 218
C RETURN TO CALLING P_OP,RAN ED 21q
220 C E_ 2ZO
RETURN ED 221
C ED 222
40 PORMAT (II2X,lgqATTFMPT TO EDIT PIt_i, IT=,1X.p2gHFAILED FPR AN EDIT Ttl ED 223
ILERANCEm, F8,,3910XjgHERROR NO,pI3//4XplHIj4XpEHISj6XplHTIQXwIHXtgXJ ED 224
225. 21HYl) ED 225
41. FORMAT (2ISt3r10,41 ED 226I END ED 227-
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LISTING OF DECK; PRTEDT PAGE I
CARD NO,
I SUBROUTINE PRTEDT PR 1
C PR 2
C R{!UTINE TO PRINT EDITED DATA _TORFD ON TAPE 7 PR 3
C PR 4
5 C CODED BY --HARRY L, MORGAN NASA/LARC/T_D/AAB 1083 PR 5
C PR 6
'C WORK ARRAY._ PR 7
COMMON /WORK/ TIN(5D)pISAVE(=_,O)jT.SAVE(50)_IEDT(50)pTEDT(50)PIUN(50 PR 8
IIpTUN(50) PR q
10 C PR 10
END FILE 7 PR 11
RFWIND ? PR 12
PRINT "/ PR 13
1 READ (71 IRUNJ,TNpNpTqLR PR 14
15 IF (EOF(7)) 6p2 PR 15
Z NR=IN-N PR 16
READ (7) (TIN(I)gI'IgIN) PR 17
READ (7) (ISAVF.(1)pTSAVE(I)pI-12IN) PR 18
READ (7) (IEDT(I)pTFDT(I)_I-I,N) PR 10
20 IF (NR,LE,O) GO Trl 6 PR 20
DO 3 I=ltNR PR 21
3 READ (7) IUN(T)jpTUN(I) PR 22
4 PRINT 8t IRUNtTOLR PR 23
DO 5 I=I,IN PR 24
25 IF ((I,LE,N),AND,{/,LF,NR)) PRINT qJ, Ij,TIN(1)J,ISAVF.(1)pTSAVF(I)plE PR 25
lOT(I) _TEDT( I)J,IUN (I) pTUN (I) PR 26
IF ((I,LE,N),AND,(I,G'r,NQ)) PRINT 10J, IpTIN(1)J,ISAVF(I)j,TSAVF(I),I PR Z7
IFDT( I)pTEDT(1) PR 28
IF ((I,GT,N),AND,(I,LF,NR)) PRINT lIJ, IJ,TIN(I)s,ISAVE(I)j,T._:AVE{I)_,IPR 29
30 1UN (I)_,TUN(I) PR 30
IF ((I,GT,N),AND,(I,GT°NR)) PRINT 12J, I,TIN(I),ISAVF(1)jT._AVE(I) PR 31
5 CONTINUE PR 32
GO TO 1 PR 33
6 Rr:TURN PR 34
35 C PR 35
7 FORMAT (1HlJ, lOXp35HTHE FOLLr_WING RUNS HAVE BEEN EDITED) PR 36
8 FORMAT (//IX_qHRUN Nr], -J,ITpIOXplIHTOLERANCE =_F8,3//qX95HINPUT_10 PR 37
1XpbHSDRTEDplqX_6HEDITFO_2OXpTHDELETFD//_(IX_qHPOINT NI_,e3Xj7HT-VAL PR 38
2UEpSX )/) PR 3q
40 q FORMAT (4( 5Xj,T3; 2Xj,FIO ,4j,5X) ) PR 40.
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LISTING {IF DECKI PRTEDT PAGE 2
CARD NO,
41 IO FORMAT (3 (5Xp 73pZ_pF lO,.4p 5X) ) PR 41
11 FORMAT (Z (5Xe [_Jp2XpFlO.4t 5X| p3OXp [3_Z)_p FlO.4 | PR 42
12 FORMAT (2 (5X_I39 2_F I0=_ 5X) ) PR %3
P.ND PR %4-
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LISTING QF nECK: ZFROLN PAGE 1
CARD NO,,
I SUBROUTINE ZEROLN (_qpYDgDISTJ, LINE) ZN 1.
C ZN ?
C ROUTIt_E TO DRAW ZERO LINF._ ZN 3
C ZN 4
5 C CODED BY -- HARRY L, MORGAN NASA/LARCITAnlAAB lqB3 ZN 5
C Z_I 6
C PARAMETER DEFINITION ZN ?
C XO,YD - STARTING LOCATION OF ZERO LINE ZN 8
C DIST - LENr, TH OF 7FPO LINF ZN 9
10 C LINE - AXIS rlPTIqN ZN 10
C LINF-lt 7ERO LINE PARALLEL TO X-AXIS ZN 11
C LINE=_2 7FRtl LINE PARALLEL TO Y-AXIS ZN 12
C ZN 13
C NOTE- THIC_<NEr;S IQF ?P.R_ LZNF • 2,_'0 ZN 14
15 D'0,014 ZN 15
CALL CALPLT (XOJ,YOp3) ZN 16
IF (LINE.EQ.2)GO TO I ZN 17
X=XO+DIST ZN IB
CALL CALPLT (X_,YO,2) ZN lq
ZO Y=YO.D ZN 20
CALL CALBLT (X,Y,P.) ZN 21
CALL CALPLT (XOeYp2) ZN 22
YmYO-D ZN 23
CALL CALPLT (XOpVp_) ZN 24
25 CALL CALPLT (_JY_2) ZN 25
CALL CALPLT (XpYDe2) ZN 26
GO TO 2 ZN 27
1 Y=YD.DIST 7N 28
CALL CALPLT (_O_Yp?) ZN 2q
30 X=XO.D ZN 30
CALL CALPLT (XpY_2) ZN _1
CALL CALPLT (XjYO_,2) ZN 32
X'XO-D ZN 33
CALL CALPLT (XJ,YOJ,2) ZN 34
35 CALL CALPLT (_Vp2) ZN 35
CALL CALPLT (XO_Ys, 2) ZN ._6




LISTING OF DECKs CURPLT PAGE 1
CARD NO.
1 SUBROUTINE CUR_LT (TpXpYeNgIVARpNSYMPISIZEtIOP,IRUN_TENSIflN) CU 1
C CU 2
C ROUTINE TO PLDT AND FAIR DATA CU 3
C CU 4
5. C CODED BY -- HARRY L, MORGAN NASAILARCITAOIAAB 1983 CU 5
.C CU 6
C PARAMETER DEFINITION CU 7
C T - ARRAY CONTAINING INDEPENDFNT VARIABLE CU B
C X - ARRAY CONTAINING X VARIABLE CU 9
10 C Y - ARRAY CnNTAINING Y VARIABLE CU 10
C N - NUMBER t3F PrlINTS TO BF PLOTTED CU tl
C IVAR - VARIABLE CODE IVAR,,O IF X AND T ARE THF SAME CU 12
C IVAR,,1 IF X AND T ARE DIF.PERr_NT CU 13
C NSYM - SYMBOL NUMBER CU 14
15 C ISIZE - SYMnOL SIZE CU 15
C IOP - PLOTTING OPTIf)N IDPmO PLOT SYMBOLS ONLY CU 16
C IOP=I PLOT CURVE AND SYMBOL,_ CU 17
..
C IRUN - RUN NUMBER CU 18
C TENSION - ._PLINE TPNSI[1N CU lq
• 20, C CU 20
C Ts, Xt AND Y MUST BE PR(IPERLY DIMENSIONED IN CALLING RflUTINF CU 21
DIMENSION T(I)p X(1)t Y(1}t H(3) CU 22
C WORK ARRAYS CU 23
COMMON IWORKI DSI(IOS)eDS2(IOS)tDUM_(IOS)eDUMY(105) CU 24
251 COMMON IPLTi MX(SO),MY(SO)_A{50} CU 25
C CU 26
REAL MXgMY CU 27
C ROUTINE CONSTANTS CU 28 .
DATA NHIIOIIp'/NTIIOO,/pEPSIO.OOOII_NTA!IOOImH!.OZ_.03_.041 CU 29
ao: c cu 30
c SELECTPLOTTINOPTION CU 31
C CU 32
IF (IOP,EQeO,OR.N.LT.3} GO TO I CU 33
GO TO 3 CU 34
35 C CU 35
C PLOT SYMBOLS (3NLY CU 36
C CU 37
1 DO 2 ImlsN CU 38
2 CALL PNTPLT (X(II_Y(I)eNSYH_ISIZE} CU 39
ttOi RETURN ' CU 40
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LISTING OF DECK: CURPLT PAGE 2
CARDNO.
41 C CU 41
C PLOT CURVE AND SYHBOL CU 42
C CU 63
C CHECK TO SF.E IP X OR T IS STRICTLY INCREASING CU 46
45 3 DO 5 I=2pN CU 45
IF (IVAR,EO,I| GO TO 4 CU 46
IF (X(I),LT,X(I-1)) GO TO 6 CU 47
GD TO 5 CU 41_
4 I= (T(1),LT,TfI-1)) GO TO 6 CU 4q
50 5 CONTINUE CU 50
GO TO ? CU 51
C PRINT ERROR MESSAGE IF X OR T NOT STRICTLY INCREASING CU 52
6 IF (IVAR,E(},O) PRINT 26_, IRUN CU 53
IF (IVAR,EQ,O) PRINT 27, (X(I),Y(I),I-I,N) CU 54
55 IF [IVARoEQ,1) PRINT 28p IRUN CU 55
IF (IVAR,EQ,1) PRINT 2qJ, (T(I)pY(I)_Y(I)eIml,N) CU 56
C PLOT SYMBOLS ONLY IF X OR T NI3T STRICTLY INCREASING CU 57
GO TO 1 CU _B
C FIT SPLINE CURVE THROUGH'DATA °DINTS CU 59
60. 7 IF (IVAR,EQoO) CALL CUBSPL (XpYpNj, MX_TENSIDN_TENSpA) CU 60
IF tlVAR,EQ,1) CALL CUB._PL (TpXI, NpMYJ,TENSION, TENSgA) CU 61
IF [IVAR,EQ,1) CALL CUBSPL (TgYpNgMY,TENSIDN_TENSJ, A) CU 62
C PLOT FIRST POINT CU 63
CALL PNTPLT (X(1)_,Y(1)pNSYMpISIZF) CU 64
651 C PLOT AND F_IR REMAINING POINTS CU 65
NN=N-1 CU 66
DO 25 Iml_NN CU 67
C COMPUTE STRAIGHT LINE DISTANCE BETWEEN TWO POINTS, IF DISTANCE CU 68
C LESS THAN SYMBOL OIAMETER_, PLnT POINTS ONLY, CU 69
"tO. Xl=X( I+l)-X(I) " CU "tO
YI'Y(I +1 )-Y(I) CU 71
OS=SORT( Xl* XZ_YI'WY1 ) CU 72
TlmATANF(YZp Xl) CU 73
CALL SYMBS (NSYN_ISIZEpXSls, YSls, T1) CU 74
751 0SS1= SORT(XSZWWXSI+YSI*Y$1 ) CU 75
•X].--X 1 CU 76
YI=-Y1 CO 77
TlmATANF(YI_X1 ) CU 78
CALL SYMBS (NSYMpISIZFI, XS2_YS2pTI) CU 79
801 OSSZ- SQRT( XSZ'kX$2+Y$ 2'i'VS2) CU 80
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LISTING OF DECK8 CURPLT PAGE 3
CARD NO,
81 IF ((DSSI+DSS2t.G_oDS) GO TO 24 CU 81
C COMPUTE DISTANCE ALONG CURVE aS A FUNCTION OF X OR T BETWEEN CU 82
C POINT I AND _1+1 CU 83
IF (IVAR.EQ.O) NT..IFIX(XNT_'IXfI+I)-X(I)))'_I CU B4
85 IF (IVAR.EQ.1) NT=IFIX(XNTW.(T(I+I)-T{I)]]+I CU 85
IF (NT.LT.3) NT=3 CU B6
IF (NToGToNH) NT-NN " CU 87
IF (IVAR.EQoO) DELTA=(X(I+I)-X(1))IFLOAT(NT-i) CU 88
IF (IVAR.EQ.I)' DELTA=IT(I+I)-T(1))IFLOAT(NT-1) CU 89
901 DUMX(1)=X(I) CU 90
DUMY(1)-Y(I) CU 91
. DSl(1)mO,O CU 92
IF (IVAR.EQ.O) OAmX(I) CU 03
IF (IVAR.EQ.1) DA-T(I) CU 94
95 C CU 95
DO q J=Zj, NT CU 96
DAmDA+DELTA CU q7
IF (IVAR*EQ*I} GO TO B CU 08
DUMX( J)=DA CU 99
100 OUMY{J )-FUNC(D'Ap X| I| sX { I+1) J,Y(I) _,Y(I+I) pMX'(I)_, HX(I+1) _'TENS ) CU 100
GO TO 9 CU 101
8 DUPY(J).FUNC (DAj, T[I ) jT (I+1 |_'Yfl },Y(I+l)t MY(I |t MY(I+I|p TENS) CU 102
DUMX(J )-FUNC (DAeT(I] jT (I+I)pX [I )_X (I+l)t MX(I )* HX(I+I)jTENS) CU 103
9 DSI (J)mS(_RT((DUMX (J)-X (I))i'_2+(DUMY (J)-Y (I}]_''_Z) CU 106
105 C CU 105
DO 10 J,,I_NT CU 106
K=NT+I-J CU 107
10" DS2 (,I)reSORT ( (DUq X[K )-X (I+l) |W_'2+[ OUMY(K|-Y{ I+1 } ]W''_2] CU 108
C FIND X AND Y LOCATION WHERE SYMBOL AND .CURVE INTERSECT CU 109
110: DELTAmH(ISIZE) CU II0
IF (IVAR.EQ.O} OAmX(I) CU 111
IF (IVAR.EQ.I| OA'T(I) CU 112
C CU 113
DO 14 J=Z_NTA CU 114
1151 DA=DA+OF.LTA CU 115
I_ (IVAR,EQ,1) GO TO 11 CU 116
IF (DA.GE.X(I+I)) GO TO 15 CU 117
' XlmDA-X(I) CU 118
yImFUNC (DA_,X(I)_X (I+l) pY (I)_,Y(l+l)p MX (I}_'MX(I+i }_'TENSI-Y(I) CU ii0
1ZO GO TO lZ .. CU 120
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LISTING OF DECKt CURPLT PAGE 4
CARD NO,,
121 11 IF (DA,GE.T(I+I)} GO T_ ]5 CU 121
YI'FU NC(DA, T(I) J,T (I+1 ],Y( I)p Y[ I+I)_,MY (I),MY(I+I),TENS)-Y( I } CU 122
XI'FUNC(DApT[I ),T(I+I ) _X(I )_X(I+I)tMX(I )_MX( I.I)pTENS)-X( I] CU 123
12 DS =SORT( X1_'XI+YI* Y1) CU 124
125 T1-ATANF(YI_ Xl | CU 125
CALL SYMBS (NSYM,ISIZ_.J, XS1PYSlpT1} CU 126
DS._I=SORT (XSIWWXSI+YS 1" YS1 } CU 127
IF (ABS(DS-DSSll,LE.EPS) GO l"O 15 " CU 128
IF (DS,GT,DSSI) GO TO 13 CU 1Zq
130 GO Tf) 14 CU 130
13 DA=DA-DFLTA CU 131
DELTA=DELTAI2, CU 132
14 CONTINUE CU 133
C CU 134
135 15 XSZmXSI+X (I) CU 135
YSlmYSI.Y(I } CU 136
DELTA=H{ISIZEt CU 137
IF [IVAR.EQ.O) DA=X(I..I) CU 138
IF (IVAR.EQ,1) OA=T(I.I) CU 139
140. C CU 140
DO 19 J=Z_NTA CU 141
DA=DA-DEL TA CU lit2
IF (IVAR.EQ.1) GO TO 16 CU 143
IF (DA.LE,X(I)) Gq TD _.0 CU 164
145. XI=DA-X(I+I) CU 145
YI-FUNC (DAJ,X(I} _X(I+I) tY( I)_Y (1.1), MX (I)J,MX( I+I ),T_NS)-Y(I+1) CU 146
GO TO 17 CU 147
16 IF (DA,LE,T(I}} GO Tr] 20 " CU 148
Y1-FUNC(DA_,T(I) pT[I+I) JY(I) eY( I+I)eMY (I)sMY(I+I),T_NS)-Y(I+I) CU 149
150 X1-FUNC (DAj, TfI) pT(I+I | J,X(I);X (I+1) _MX(I) t MX(I+I|_,T_NS|-X(I.I) CU 150
17 DS=SQRT{ XI* XZ.YI*Y1) CU 151
.. TI=ATANF(YL, X1) CU 152
CALL SYMBS [NSYM,ISIZEJ, XS2J,YS2_,T1) CU 153
D_S2= SQRT(XS2*X';2+YS 2*YS Z) CU 154
155 IF {ABS(DS-DSS2),LF,EPS) GO. TO 20 CU 155
IF (DSeGT. DSS2| GO TO 18 CU 156
GO TO 19 CU 157
18 DA=DA .DELTA "" CU 158
DELTA=DELTAI 2, CU 159
160 lq CONTINUE CU 160
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LISTING OF DECK: CURPLT PAGE 5
CARD NO,
161 C CO 161
?O XSZ=XS2.X{I+I) CU 162
YS2=YS2.Y[ I+1}' CU 163
NP=I CU 164
165 NDSI=O CU 165
C CU 166
DO Z1 J=Z;NT CU 167
IF ([DSI(J],LT,D._S1],AND,(NDS1,EO,O]) GO TO Z1 CU 16B
IF ([DSI(J)oGE,r)s_I),AND,(NDS1,EO,O]] NDSI=I CU 16q
1701 NP=NP.I CU 170
DUMX( NP| =DUMX(,I| " CU 171
DUMY[NP] =DUMYfJ] CU 172
21 CONTINUE CU 173
C PLOT CURVE BETWEEN PDINT_ CU 174
175. DUMX[1)=X$1 CU 175
DUMY( 1}=YS1 CU 176
DO 22 J=L_NT CU 17"?
IF (DS2[J),LE.DSS2] GO TO 22 CU 178
GO TO 23 CU 179
1801 22 NP,,NP-1 CU 180
23 NP=NP.I CU 181
DUMW(NP),,XSZ CU 182
DUMY( NP)=YS2 CU 183
DUMX| Np.z ) =DUMY(N P.I )=0,0 CU 184
1851 DUMX(NP.2) =OUMY(NP.2 }= 1,0 CU 185
CALL LINE (OUNXgDUNY,NPpl,OpO_O] CU 186
C PLOT SYMBOL AT POINT I.1 CU 187
24 CALL PNTPLT (X(I.Z),Y(I.Z)pNSYMpISIZV:} CU 188
C ADVANCE TO NEXT POINT CU 189
190 25 CONTINUE CU 190
C CU 191
C RETURN TO CALLING PROGRAM CU 19Z
C CU 193
RETURN CU 194
195 C CU 195
26 FORMAT (1HllISWp36HX IS NOT STRICTLY INCREASING FOR RUN,ITI16XelHX CU 196
lj,13XP 1HYI} CU 197
Z7 FORMAT (SX, ZF15,4} CU 1q8
28 FORMAT (1HllISXj, 36HT IS NOT STRICTLY INCREASING FOR RUNpIT/16Xp1HT CU 199
200. l_13XplHXpI3XplH YI} CU 200
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R t
LISTING CF DECK= CURPLT PAGE 6
CARD NO,
201 2q FORHAT (SX_3F15o4} CU 201
END CU 202-
71
LISTING OF OECKs ATANF PAGE 1
CARD NOo
1 FUNCTION ATANF [DYtDX) AF 1
C AF 2
C ROUTINE TO COHPUTE ARCTANGENT FOR ANGLES FROH 0 T.n 360 DEGREES AF 3
C AI: 4
5 C CODED BY -- HARRY L, MORGAN NASAILARC'/TADIAA_ 1983 AF 5
C AF 6
IF (DXoEqoO*O) _,0 TO 1 AF 7
ATANF,.ABS (DYIIbX) AF 8
AT ANF-ATAN (ATANF } '57 o2957795131 AF 9
10, IF ((DXoGToOoO).AflOo (OY.LToO.O)) ATANF8360o-ATANF AF TO
IF ((DXoLToOoD)oANDo(DYeGT.OeO)| ATANFslSUo-ATANF AF 11
IF ((OXoLToOoO)oANDo(OYoLToOoO)} ATANFslSOo.ATA_IF AF 12
RETURN AF 13
,.
1 IF (DYoLT*O*O) ATANF=Z70, AF 14




LISTING OF DECKt SYMBS PAGE 1
CARD HOe
1 SUBROUTINE SYMBS (NOpISJX, YpT) SY I
C SY 2
C ROUTINE TO COMPUTE THE X AND Y INTERCEPTS OF A RADIAL LINF DRAWN SY 3
C FROM THE CENTER OF A GIVEN SY_tBrlL WITH THE SIDE OF THAT SYMB{]L SY 4
5 C SY 5
C. CODED BY -- HARRY L. MORGAN NASAILARCITADIAAB lqB3 SY 6
C SY 7
C PARAMETER DEFINITION SY 8
C NO - SYMBOL NUMRER SY 9
101 C IS - SY_IBOL SIZE 1-_MALL 2-MEDIUM 3-LARGE SY 10
C X AND Y - INTERCEPT OF SYMBOL AND RADIAL DRAWN FROM SYMBOL SY 11
C CFNT_R AT ANGLE T, SY 12
C T - ANGLE qF RADIAL DRAWN FROM SYMBOL CENTER SY 13
C SY 14
1.51 DIMENSION SCALE(3) SY 15
DATA RADI57.zq577q51311_PII3.1415q26541 SY 16
DATA DAI1.41421356241, RI1.7.3205OAO761,SCALEi.13_.16,.lql SY 17
DATA Tl1213*bqoo675260{_T?I326*309q_?.474OI*T3111b.56505117711,T413 SY 18
133,43494882291J'TTIll.30993247401,TBI168.6cJOO6752601,Tq1218.65q8082 SY 19




IF ((ND.EQ,Z).ORo(NOeEO.11)) GO TO I SY 26
25 IF ((NO,EQ,2),l_]R,(NO,EO,12)) GI3 T_ 2 SY 25
IF ([NOoEOo3)oOR.(NO.EO.13)) GO TO B SY 26
IF ((NO,EQ,4),OR,fNO,EO,141} GO TO 13 SY 27
IF {(NO.EQ.5).OR,(NO,FO,15)) GO TO 17 SY 2B
IF ((NOeEQeb).ORo(NO.EQ,16)) GO TO 21 SY 29
301 IF ((NO.EQ.7).OR.{NO.EO.17)) _0 Trl 26 SY 30
IF ((NO. EQo8).ORo(NO.EQ.18)) GO TO 31 SY 31
IF ((NO, EQog),OR,(NO.EQ,lq)) GO T_ 35 SY 32
IF ((NO,EQ.ZO)oORo(NO.EQ.20)) GO TO 40 SY 33
IF ((NO.EQ,Z1)eOR.(NO.EO.22)) GO TO 45 SY 34
351 IF (NOeGT,22) RETURN SY 35
C SY 36
C SYMBOL NUMRER 1 OR 11 SY 37
C SY 38
1 X=SCALE ( IS)'_, 5525'_COS ( TIRAD ) SY 39
40 Y=SCALE ( IS )*.5525'_SIN( T/RAD ) SY _0
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LISTING OF DECK; SYMBS PAGE 2
CARD NO,
41 RFTUR N SY 41
C SY 42 .
C SYMBOL NUMBER 2 DR 12 SY 43
C SY 44
45. 2 IF ((T,GE,O,),ANO,(T,LT,45,)) GO TO 3 SY 45
IF ((T,GE,45,0),AND,(T,LT,135,)) GO TO 4 SY 46
IF [(T,GE,135,),A_ID,(T,LT,ZZS,)) GO TO 5 SY 47
IF (|T,GE,ZZS,)°AND.[T,LT,315,]) (;,0 TO b SY 4B
IF ((ToGEo315o)oANDofT,LE.3.6N,)) GO TO 7 SY 49
50 3 X=SCALE(IS) IZ. SY 50
Y-X_TAN(TIRAD) SY 51
RETURN SY 5Z
4 Y-SCALE(IS)I2, SY 53
IF (T,EO,90°) X=O,O SY 54
551 IF [T°NE,90,) X=Y/TAN[TIRAD) SY 55
RETURN SY 56
5 X=-SCALE( IS )!2, SY 57
Y=XW'TAN(TIRAD) SY 58
RF_TURN SY 5q
601 6 Y=-SCALE (IS) 12, SY 60
IF (ToEQ.270°) Y=O,O SY 61
IF (T,NE,2?O,) X-Y/TAN(TIRAD) SY 62
RETURN SY 63
? X=SCALEIIS)IZ, SY 64
b5 Y,,X*T iN( TIRAD)' SY 65
RETURN SY 66
C SY 67
C SYMBOL NUMBER 3 _R 13 SY 68
C SY 6q
TO B IF ((T°GE,O,),AND,(T,LT,90°)) GO TO q SY 70
IF ((T,GE,gO,),&ND,(T,LT,11_O,)) GO TO 10 SY 71
IF ((T°GE,I80.)°AND,(T,LT,270,)) GO TO 11 SY 7Z
IF ((T.GE.ZTO.),AND.(T.LE.360.)) GO TO IZ SY 73
q X=SCALE(IS)+DA/_°IfTAfI(TIRAD].I,) SY 74
75. Y=-X. SCALE( IS )w_{]AIZ • SY 75
RETURN SY 76
10 IF (T.EO.qo,) X=O.O SY 77
IF (T,NE,qO.) X=SCALE(IS)W'DAI_-,I(TAN(TIRAD)-].,) SY 7B
y.X+SCALE ( IS)W_DAI2 ' SY 7q
BO RETURN " SY 80
74
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LISTING GF DECKI SYMBS PAGE 3
CARD NO*
81 11 X=-SCALE(IS)*DAI2.1(TAN(TIRAD)+I.) SY 81
Y=-X-SCALE(IS)*DA/_. SY " 82
RETURN SY 83
1Z IF (T,EQ,270,) X=O,O SY 84




C SYMBOL NUMBER 4 fiR 14 SY 8qqOi c sY 90
13 IF ((ToGEoOo)oAND,(ToLToqOo)) GO TO 14 SY ql
IF ((T,GE.90,i,AND,(T,LT,T1)) GO T_ 15 SY 92 ..
IF [[T,GE,T1),AND,(T,LT.T_)) 40 Tn 16 SY 93
14 X=(Z,13,)_SCALE(I_)_I,IOSI(TAN(TIRAD)+2,] SY q4
95 Y=-Z,_X+2,_SCALE(IS]_I,10513_ $Y q5
RETURN SY 96
15 IF (T.EQeO0o) _=0,0 "" SY q7
IF (T,NE,gO,) X=(2,I3,)¢SCALE(IS)_I.tOSI(TAN(TIRAO)-2.) SY 9B
Y=2, _X+Z,_SCALE (IS)_ 1,105/3_ SY 99
100 RETURN SY 100
16 Y--SC ALE( IS )_1+. 10513 • SY 101
IF [T,NE,270,) X=O,O SY 102
IF (T,NE,270,) X=YITAN(TIRAD) SY 103
RETURN SY 104
105 C SY 105
C SYMBOL NUMBER 5 _R 15 SY 106
C SY 107
17 IF ((T,GE,O,),'AND,(T,LT*T3]') GO TO 1B SY lOB
IF ((T,GE.T3),AND,(T,LT,225,)) GO TD lg SY 109
110 IF ((T,GE,ZZS.),AND,(T,LT,T4)) G_ T_ 20 SY 110
18 IF (T,EQ,90,) X=O,O SY 111
IF (T.NE,90,) X=SCALE(IS)tl,2222213,1(TAN(TIRAD)+l,) SY 112
Y=-X+SCALE(IS)_l,2222ZI3° SY 113
RETURN SY 114
115 lq Xm-SCALE(IS)*l,2222213, SY 115
Y=X_TAN (TIRAD) SY 116
RETURN SY 117
20 Y=-SC ALE (IS ]'1,2222213, SY 11B
IF (T,EQ,270, I X=O,O SY 11q
120 IF (T,NE,270.) X=Y/TAN(TIRAD) SY 120
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LISTING OF DECKz SYMBS PAGE 4
CARDNO.
121 RFTURN SY 121
C SY 1_?
C SYMBOL NUMBER 6 OR 16 SY 123
C SY 126





130: IF ((T,GE,O.),AND.fT°LT°TS)) G8 TD 22 SY 130
IF ((T,GE,TS)oAND.(T,LT,225,)) GO TO 24 SY 131
IF ((T.GE.Z25, t°AND.(T.LT,TE)| GO TO 25 SY 132
2Z IF (T.EQ.qO°) Gn TO 23 SY 133
BB=-2,*A_fI,.TANfTIRAD)) SY 134
135: AA=TAN(TIRAD)*_2+I, SY 135
CC=2,*A_A-(SCALE(IS)*l,22222]*_2 SY 136
X-SORT(BB*BB-4;*AA*CC)/[2,#AA) SY 137
.. I_ ((T,GE,O,),AND.[T°LT,90._) X-X.BBI(2,tAA) SY 138
IF ((T,GE,90,),AND,[T,LT,180,)) X--X.BBI(2.*AA) SY 139
140 IF ((ToGE,Z70,),A_D,[T,LE,360,)) X=X.BB/(2,tAA) SY 140
Y=XtTAN[T/RAO)" SY 141
RETURN SY 142
23 X=O,O SY 143
Y=-A+SORTf(SCALE(IS)_l,2222_)_-A_A) SY 144
145 RETURN SY 145
24 X=-^ SY 146
Y=XtTAN(TIRAD) SY 147
RETURN SY 14B
25 Y'-A SY 14q
150 IF {T,EQ.270,) X=O,O SY 150
IF (T,NE,Z70.) X=Y/TAN{T/RAD) SY 151
RETURN SY 152
C SY 153
C SYMBOL NUMBFR ? DR 17 SY 154
155 C SY 155
26 IF ((T.GE.O,Ot°ANO.fT.LT.T7)) GO TO 27 SY 156
IF {(T,GE,TT),AND.(T,LT,T81} GO TO 2e SY 157
IF ([T,GE,TB),AND,(T°LT,TO)) qO T_ 2q SY 156
IF [(T,GE,Tq).END.(T°LT,S1)) GO TQ 30 SY 159
160: 27 _=SCALE(IS)IZ,' SY 160
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LISTING OF DECKI SYMBS PAGE 5
CARD NO,
161 Y=X*TAN[TIRAO) SY 161
RETURN SY 162
ZB X'SCALE(IS)*,l*SIN(TIRAD)tCOS(TIRAD)+SCALE(IS),COS(TIRAD),SORT(,25 SY 163
I-(,I*CfS(T/RAD))_#2) SY 164
165 Y=X*TAN(T/RAD) SY 165
RETURN SY 166
29 X--SCALE(IS)f2, SY 167
Y=X*TAN(TIRAD) SY 168
RETURN SY. 169
170 30 Y=-SC _LE ( IS)_,_ SY 170
IF (T,EO,270,) X=O,O SY 171
IF (T,NF,270,) X=YITAN(TIRAD) SY 172
RETURN SY 173
C SY 17_
175 C SYMBOL NUNBER 8 OR IB SY 175
C SY 176
31 IF ((T,GE,O*O),AND*(T, LT,SZ)) GO TO 32 SY 177
IF ((ToGEoS2)oAND,fT,LE,270,)) Gf TD 33 SY 17B
IF ((T,GT,270,),AND,(T,LE,S3)) GO TO 34 SY 179




. 33 IF (T,EQ,270,) X'O,O SY 184
185 IF (T.EQ,270.) Y=-SCALE(IS)*,55 SY 1_5
IF (T,NE,270,) X=-SCALE(IS)*,551(TAN(TIRAD)+1,) SY 186
IF (T,NE,Z?O,]Y=XeTAN(TIRAD) SY 187
RETURN SY IBB
34 X=-SCALEfIS)*,551(TAN(TIRAD)-l.) SY 189
lqO Y=XtTAN(TIRAD) SY lqO
RFTURN SY 191
C SY lq2
C SYMBOL NUMBER q fiR lq SY 193
1951 C SY lq435 IF ((T,GE,O.OI,ANn,IT,LT,90,)) GO TO 36 SY 195
IF ((T,GE,qO,),AND,(T,LT,180,)) GO TO 37 SY 196
IF ((ToGEolBOo),AND,(T,LT,270,)) GO TO 3B SY 197
IF ((T.GE.Z70,),AND,(T.LE,3_O,)) GO TO 39 SY 198
• 36' X.SCALE(IS)*RI2,1(TAN(TIRAD)+R) SY lqq
200 Y=X*TANfTIRAD) SY 200
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LISTING OF DECKz SYMBS PAGE 6
CARD NO,
201 RETURN SY 201
37 IF (T,EQ,90,) X=O,O SY 20Z
IF (T,NE,gO=] X'=SCALE(IS)*RIZ,I(TAN(TIRAD)-R) SY Z03
IF (T,EQ,90,) Y=SCALF(IS),_RI2. SY 204
Z051 IF (T._E.90.) Y=X*T_N(T/RAD| SY 205
RETURN SY 206
38 X=-SC_LE(IS)*RI2,1(TAN(TIRAD).R) SY 20"7
Y=X,bTAN(TIRAD} SY ZOB
RF.TURN SY 209
210 39' IF (T,EO,270,) X=O,O SY 210
IF (T,E(:},ZTOo) Y=-SCALE(I_)*RI_° SY 211
IF [T,tlE,270°) X=-SCALE(IS)*RI2,I(TAN(T/RAD)-R) SY 212
IF (T,NE,Z?O,) Y=X*TAN(.T/RAD) SY Z13
RETURN SY 214
215 C SY 215
C SYHBOL NUMBER 10 OR 20 SY 216
C SY 217
60 IF ((T,GE,O,O),AND,(T,LT,S6)) GO TQ 61 SY Z18
IF ([T,GE,S6),AND,[T,LT,S5)) GO TO 42 SY 219
2201 IF ((T,GEoSS),_NO°(T,LT°S6)I GO TO 43 SY 220
IF ((T,GE,S6),AND,(T,LT, S?)) GO TrJ 44 SY 221
61 X-SCALE(!S)/Z, SY 222
. Y-X*TAN[TIRAD) SY 223
RETURN SY 226
225'. 62 IF (T,LT,90°) X=SCALE(IS]_',61(TAN(TIRAD)+I,) SY Z25
IF (T°EQ,qo°) X=O,O SY 226
IF (T.GT.RO.) X=SCALF(IS)*,61[TAN(TIRAD]-I,) SY Z27
IF (T,EQ,90,) Y=SCALE(IS)*,6 SY 228
IF (T,NE,90,) Y'X*TAN(T/RAD) SY 229
230 ! RETURN _ SY 230
63 X=-SC ALE (IS) 12, SY 231
Y=X*T AN(TIRAD) SY 23Z
RETURN SY 233
64 Y=-SC ALEfIS )4'.4 SY 234
235 IF (T*EQ°ZTO,) X=O,O SY 235
IF (T,NE*270,)X'YITAN(TIRAD) SY 236
RETURN SY 237
C SY 238
C SYMBOL NUMBER 21 OR Z2 SY 23q
26( C SY 260
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LISTING OF DECK= SYMBS PAGE 7
CARD NO,
241 45 XloZ$SCAL E( IS )'_CtlS (TIR AO) SY 241





































SUBROUTINE CU~SPl (X,Y,N,YPP,TENSION,TENS,A) CB 1
CB 2
THIS SUBROUTINE fITS A CUBIC SPLINE TO A SET OF Y VS X INPUT CB 3
POINTS CB 4
CB 5
CODED BY -- HARRY L. MORGAN NASA/lARC/TAD/AA9 1983 CB 6
CB 7
IN CALLING PROGRAM nIMF.NSI~N X, Y, VPP, AND A BY ~ CB 8
CB 9
DIMENSION X(NJ', YCN), YPPCN), ACNl CB 10
CB 11
COMPUTE TENSION PARAHETfR CB 12
CB 13
TENS-TENSION*FLOATCN-1)/CXCN)-X(1» CB 14
IF (TENS.LT.D.O) TENS-O.O CB 15
CB 16
cnHPUTE SECOND DERIVATIVE AT ENO POINTS BY FITTING CB 17
Y-A*X**2+B*X+C TO THF. LAST THREE POINTS AND SOLVE FOR A. CB 18

















IF (TENS.NE.O.O) GO TO 1 CB 36
CON-6. CB 37
E-H1 CB 38
GO TO 2 CB 39
COH-TENS*TEHS CB ItO
LISTING OF DECK* CUBSPL PAGE 2
CARD NO*
41 H3=TENSISINH (TENSSH1) CB 41
CTH=H3'_CQSH( TF.NS_H1 } CB 42
E=I,IH1-H3 CB 43
DP=CTH-1, IH1 CB 44
45 2 A(Z)=O,O CB 45
DO 5 1-2JN1 CB 46
H2-X ( I+I)-X(I ) CB 47
C-CONe( (Y(I+I)-Y (I) )/H2-(Y (I)-Y(I-1) )IHI ) CB 4_
IF (TENS,NE,O,O) GO TO 3 CB 49
50 F'H2 CB 50
D'HI¢ ( 2,-A( I-1 ) 1+2,$H2 CB 51
GO TO 4 CB 52
3 H3-TENSIS INH( TENS$H2 ) CB 53
CTH-H3_'COSH (TENSCH_) CB 54
55 F-I,IHZ-H3 CB 55
DN-CTH-I,IH2 CB 56
D-DN+DP-E'_A ( I-_ ) CB 57
DpION CB 58
4 A(I)-FID CB 59
601 YPP ( I )" (C-ESYP_ (I-1) ) IO CB 60
E-F CB 61
5 HI"H2 CB 62
C CB 63
C PERFORM BACK SUBSTITUTION CB 64
65. C CB 65
J=N CB 66
DO 6 Im2, N1 CB 67
J-J-1 CB 68
6 YPP(J )-YPP(J)-A (J)$YPP (J+l) CB 69.
701 C CB 70
C RETURN TO CALLING PROGRAM CB 71
C CB 72
RETURN ' CB 73
END CB 74-
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LISTING OF DECKs FUNC PAGE 1
CARO No.
1 FUNCTION FUNC (XgXlpXZpYlpY2, YPP_YPP2, TENS) FC 1
C FC 2
C ROUTINE TO CoHPUTE Y-VALUF _T A GIVEN X-VA'LUE ALONG SPLINE CURVE FC 3
C FC 4










15 RETURN '" FC 15
1 FUNC=YPPI_DXI¢*31(6**DH).YPP2*DX2_31(be*DH)+(Y1-YPPl_DH_DHI6.)tDX FC 16
111DH+tY2-YPPZ*DH_ON/6. I*DX2fDH FC 17
RETURN FC 18
END FC lq-





ROUTINE TO FAIR DATA WITH OA~H LINES
REAL "'X, MY
ROUTINE CON~TANTS
NL - NUMBER OF LONG DASHES AND NS - NUMBER OF SHORT DASHES
DATA NL/1.1,1f1,1,?,,2,2,2,3,3,3,3,4,4,4,4,5,5,5,5,SI









































NASA/LARC/TAD/AABCOOED BY -- HARRY L. MORGAN
PARAMETER DEFINITION
T - ARRAY CONTAINING INDFPENDENT VARIABLE
X - ARRAY CONTAINING X VARIABLE
Y - ARRAY C~NTAINING Y VARIABLE
N - NUMBER OF POI~TS TO lE PLOTTED
NSYM - LINE OR SYMROL NUMBER
lOP - PLOTTING OPTION IOP-O PLOT SYMBOLS ONLY







ISIZE - SYMBOL SIZE
IRUN - RUN NUMBFR
TENSION - SPLINE TENSION
T, X, AND Y MUST BF PROPERLY DIMFNSIONED IN CALLING RnUTINE








































LISTING OF DECK8 DASHLN PAGE 2
CARD NO•
41 C DH 41
IF (IOP•EQoO•_RoNoLT•3) GO TO 1 DH 42
GO TO 3 DH 43
C DH 44
45 C PLOT SYMBOLS ONLY DH 45
¢ DH _6
1 DO 2 I'I_N OH 47
2 CALL PNTPLT (X(I)jY(I)_NSYMJ, ISIZE) DH 48
RETURN DH 49
50, C DH 50
C PLOT DASH LINE OH 51
C DH 52
C CHECK TO S¢-E IF T IS STRICTLY INCREASING DH 53
3 DO 4 I,,2pN OH 54
55 IF (T(I),LT•T(I-1)) GO TO 5 DH 55
4 CONTINUE DH 56
GO TO 6 OH 57
C PRINT ERROR MESSAfiF IF T IS NOT STRICTLY INCREASING DH 58
5 PRINT 15_ IRUN DH 59
60 PRINT 16t (T(1)_X(I)JY(I)J,I=IpN) _ DH 60
C IF T IS NOT STRICTLY INCREASING.,, PLOT SYMBOLS ONLY DH 61
GO TO I DH 62
C FIT SPLINE CURVE THROUGH'DATA POINTS DH 63
6 CALL CUBSPL (TpXpN_MXpT_NSIONpTENSpA) DH 66
65 CALL CUBSPL (T_YpN, MY:,TENSION_TF.NSpA) DH 65
C COMPUTE NP EOUALLY SPACED' POINTS ALONG'CURVE DH 66
IF (NSYH,EO,1) NP-NP-Z DH 67
DT-(T(N)-T(1) ) IF LOAT (NP-1) DH 68
TI-T (1) OH 697oi s(1).o. ' OH ,o
.. M'2 DH 71
DO 9 I-1J,NP OH 72
IF (TI,LT,T(1)) TI-T(1) : DH 73
IF (TI•GT,T(N)) TI"T(N) OH 74
751 DO 7 J"MsN " ' DH 75
K-J-1 OH "/'6
IF [TI*GE,T(K)'•AND,TI,LE,T(J)) GO TO B OH 77
7 CONTINUE DH 78
8 M=K "" DH 79
80. IF [M,LE,I) M=2 OH 80
84
LISTING OF DECK: DASHLN PAGE 3
CARO NO,
81 XI (I }=FUNC (TI_T(K), T(K+Z)P X (Kip X(K+I)_,NX(K) t HX(K+I|J TFNS) DH B1
YI (I) -FUNC (TIpT (K)oT (K+I },Y(K )p YIK+I)_ MY{K.)_ MY(K+1) pTENS } DH 82
IF (IoEOol.OR.NSYM.FQ,,1) GO TO 9 DH 83
S(I)-S(I-1} .SORT ( (XI ( I)-XI (I-1) ] sw'2+(YI ( I);-YI ( I-1 ) )_.2 | DH 84
85 q TI,,TI+DT DH 85
ST'S(NP) DH 86
C IF NSYM=lp PLOT CONTINUOUS LINE DH 87
IF [NSYM.EO.,1} GO TO 13 DH 88
C COMPUTE LENGTH OF LONG A_;D SHnRT DASH AND SPACE BETWEEN EACH OH 89
gO NLG=NL(NSYM) OH 90
NSG=NS[NSYH) DH 91
OT=FLOAT(NLG),e, SL+FLOAT(NSG),_SS+FLOAT(NLG.NSG}$SP DH q2
NLT=I FIX ((ST+._P) lOT) DH 93
IF (NLT.LE.O) NLT-1 OH 96





1001 C POSITION PFN AT START OF LINE Oq 100
SI=O. OH 101
CALL CALPLT (XT(lt,YI(1),3) DH 102
JSTART=Z OH 103
C PLOT NL LONG DA_H_$ OH 106
105 10 DO 11 I=I_NLG DH 105
SI'$1+SL DH 106
IF [SI+EPS.GE.ST) SI=ST OH 107
CALL LINEAR (_IpXX_YYjNPpSpXIpY!,JSTART) OH 108
CALL CALPLT (XXpYYp2) OH 109
110: SI'SI+SP ' DH 110
IF (SI,GE,ST) G.q "TO 14 OH 111
CALL LINEAR (_I,XXpYY_,NP_$oXIpYI_,JSTART) DH 112
CALL CALPLT (XXpYY_3) DH 113
11 CONTINUE DH 116
1151 C PLOT NS SHORT DASHES OH 115
.. IF (NSG.EQ°O) GO TO 10 DH 116
DO 12 I=IpNSG DH 117
SI=SI4SS OH 118
IF (SI+EPS°GE°ST) SI-ST DH 119
120. CALL LINEAR (_TPXXpYYJ, NPeS_,XI_,YIJ, JSTART) OH 120
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LISTING OF DECKI DASHLN PAGE 4
CARD NO.
121" CALL CALPLT (XXpYY_) DH 121
SI'SI.SP OH 12Z
IF (SI.GE,ST) GD TO 16 ; DH 123
CALL LINEAR (SIJ'XXj, YYJpNP_SJXIs, YItJSTART) DH 124
125 CALL CALPLT (XXpYYp3| _ OH 125
12 CONTINUE DH 126
C CONTINUE PLOTTIN_ DASH LIN _. DH 127
GO TO 10 DH 128
C PLOT CONTINUOUS LINE DH 1Z9
1301 13 XI (NP41)=O.O DH 130
YI (NP+Z)'O.O DH 131
XI(NP42)=YI(NV'_'2)-l.0 DH 132
CALL LINE (XIeYIJNP9190eO_,O.| DH 133
C " DH 134
135 C RETURN TO START OF CURVE DH 135
C OH 136
16 CALL CALPLT (XI(1)pYI(I},3) DH 137
C OH 138
C RETURN TO CALLING PROGRAM DH 139




15 FORNAT (1H1/15Xp36HT IS NOT STRICTLY INCREASING_F_R RUN_I7116XpIHT DH 163
1_ 13X, 1HX_,13X_lHYI) DH 146
1651 16 FORMAT (SX_3F15.6) " DH 165
END OH 166-
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1I STINt; m= DECKt LW~AR PAG~ 1
CARD Nn.
t )UBRQUTINE LINFAQ fTTNT,XINT,VINT,N,T,X,Y,JSTART) LR 1
C L~ 2
C LINEAR INTERPalATT~N MI=TH"O lR 3
C LQ 4
5 C cnDED BY -- 4ARRY l. MORGAN NASA/lAPC/TAO/AAQ 1983 lQ 5
C LR b
OII'lENSION H1), X(1), Yfl' lR 7
J-1 lQ 8
IF CT I NT. LE• T( 1) ) r.o Tn 3 lR 9
10 J-N l~ 10
IF eTINT.GE.TeN» GO Tr] 3 LR 11
JE~IO-JqAQT lQ 12
on 1 Y-JSTAQT,N lR 13
J-Y lR lit
15. IF eTCJ)-TINT)' 1,~,? lR 15
1 JENO-J lR 16
2 DT-fTINT-TfJ-l1)/eTfJ)-TfJ-l)1 LR 17
XYNT-veJ-l)+eXeJl-XfJ-11)*OT lR 18
YINT-YfJ-l)+eyeJ)-yeJ-l»*OT LR 19
20. J STAR T-JEND . lR 20
RETUR N lR 21
3 YINT-yeJ) lR 22
XINT-XfJ) LR. 23
JSTART-J lR 24
25 RFTURN lR 25
END LR 26-
87
LISTING nF DECK: LSQPLT PAGE ]
CARD NO,
1 SUBPOUTINE LSOPLT (TpX,YpNjN_YMpISIZEsIOPIIRUNpTEN_InNpILSQj, NOOL,D LS 1
IF) LS 2
C LS 3
C ROUTINE TO FAIR DATA WITH LFAST _QUARFS CURVE FIT LS 4
5 C LS 5
C CODED BY -- HARRY Lo Mr_RGAN NASAILARCITAOIAAR 1083 LS 6
LS 7
C PARAMETER DEFINITION LS 8
C T - ARRAY CONT&INING TND_P_.NDCNT VARIABLE LS q
10 C X - ARRAY CONTAINING X VARIABLI_ LS 10
C Y - ARRAY CONTAININ_ Y VARIABLE LS 11
C N - NUMBER (!€ POINTS TO BE ;}LOTTED LS 12
C NSYN - LINT AND SYMBOL NUMBER LS 13
C ISIZE - SYMBOL SIZE lS 14
15 C lOP - PLOTI"ING OPTION IOP=O PLOT SYMBOLS ONLY LS 15
C IOP-I PLI3T SYMBOLS AND CURVr LS 16
C IRUN - RUN NUMBER LS 1"I
C TENSIrlN - SPLINE TEN_IDN LS 18
C ILSQ - LEAST SQUARES CURVE FIT OPTION LS lq
20 C ILSO-O LEAST SQUARES POLYNOMIAL CURVE FIT LS 20
C ILSQ-1 LEAST SQUARES CUBIC SPLINE FIT LS 21
C NPOL - ORDER OF LEAST SOUAR__S _OLYNOMIAL CURVE FIT LS Z2
C DF - STANDARD DEVIATION FOR LEAST-SQUARES CUBIC-SPLINE _:IT LS g3
C DIMENSION TP _t AND Y IN CALLING PRDGRAM LS 24
25 DIMENSION T(1)J, X(1)9 Y(I| LS 25
C WORK ARRAYS LS 26
DIMENSION XNEW(50)t YNEW(50) LS 27
DIMENSION COEF(50_4) LS 28
COMMON /WORK/ WK(__60)#SDV(SO)tCX(ll)J, CY(II) LS 29
30 C LS 30




35 IPRINTaO LS 35
C LS 36
C SELECT PLOTTIN_ f1.TInN LS 37
C LS 3e
IF (ICP,EQ,O,DR,N,LT,3) GO TO 1 LS 39
40 GO TO 3 LS 40
88
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CHECK TO SEE IF T IS STRICTLY I~CREASING
DO 4 I-Z,N












COMPUTE lEAST SOUAR~S CURVE
IF (ILSO.GT.O) GO Tn 10





















































LISTING OF DECKz LSOPLT PAGE 3
CARD NO,,
81: YNEW( I)-CY[I ) LS 81
DELTA=l,0 LS 82
DO 8 J=2pM1 LS 83
DELTA -DELTA*T(I) LS 84
85 XNEW (I)-XNEW( I)+DELTA*CX (J) LS B5
.8 YNP.W(I)=YNEW( I)+D=LTA*CY (j) LS 86
ERRX -ERRX.( X(I)-XNEW (I ))*,2 LS 87
ERRY= ERRY+ (Y(I)-YqEW (I 1)**_ " LS 88
q CONTINUE LS 8q
gO GO TO 17 ' LS gO
C COMPUTE COEFFICIENTS OF LEAST SOUARES CUBIC SPLIN_ LS 91
C FIT X LS g2
10 K=-I LS 93
. SM=FLOAT(N) LS 94
g5 CALL CSDS (NMAXJ,N,TJ, Xs,FDVtSMtKJ, COCFJ,WKj,IERR) LS q5
IF (IERR,NE,O)' GO TO lq LS 96
C COMPUTE NEW ){AND P.RROR SUMMATION LS 97
ERRX'O, LS 9B
1001 DO 13 I"I,N LS 9qIF (I,,EQ,N) GO'TO 11 LS 100
XNEW(I)-COEF(.Tpl) LS 101
GO TO 12 LS 102
11 K=I-1 LS 103
DELTA=T{I )-T(K) LS 104
1051 XNEW( I ),, ( (COEF(K_ 41 *DE LTA+CDEI:(K_3 ) )*DELTA+COEF (KJ,2) )*DELTA+COEF (K LS 105
1_,1) LS 106
12 ERRX= ERRX+(X( I)-XNEW(I ))*,2 " LS 107
13 CONTINUE LS 108
. C FIT Y LS 109
110 K=-I LS 110
SM=FLOAT(N) LS 111
CALL CSDS (NM_XgN_Tj,YPSDVJ,SM_KpCOEF_,WKJ,IERR) LS 112
IF (IERR,NE.O)'GO TO lO, LS 113
C COMPUTE NEW Y AND I_RRQR SUMMATION" LS 11_
115 ERRY=O, LS 115
DO 16 I=IjN LS 116 ..
IF (I,EO,N) GO TrJ 14 LS 117
YNEW( I)-COEF(T_I| LS 118
GO TO 15 LS 11q ,
120. 14 KmI-1 LS 120
90
LISTING OF DECK8 LSQPLT _AGE 4
CARD NO.
1211 DELTA-T(I)-T(K) LS 121
YNEW(I)-((COEF(Rp4)*DELTA+CDEF(Kp_))W, DELTA+COEF(Kj,2))_,OELTA.COF.F(K LS 122
lpl) LS 123
15 ERRY-ERRY+ (Y(I)-YNEW (I) )w'*2 LS 124
125 16 CONTINUE LS 125
C LS 126
C PLOT DASHED LINE THRU NEW X AND Y VALUES LS 127
C LS 128
17 TEN-TENSION LS 12q
130 IF (ILSQ,EQ,1) TEN-O,O LS 130
CALL DASHLN (Tp_(N_.W=,YNEWpNpNSYMpIOPpISITEJ, RUNJTEN) LS 131
C LS 132
C PRINT RESULTS OF LEAST SOUARES CURVE FIT " LS 133
C LS 134
135 IF (IPRINT,EQ,O) RETURN LS 135
IF (ILSQ.EQ.O) PRINT ?2p IRUNpNSYMpMPDL LS 136
IF (ILSQ.EQ.E) PRINT 23=, IRUN=,NSYMgDF LS 137
DO 18 1"1,N LS 138
DELTA-X(I)-XNFW(I) LS 139
1401 SMmy( I)-YNEW(I ) LS 140
PRINT 24=, IpT(I)pX(1)pXNEW(I)pDI;LTApY(I)sYNEW(1)_SM LS 141
18 '. CONTI NUE L S 142
PRINT 25t ERRVmERRY LS 143
RETURN LS 144
145. C LS 145
C PRINT ERROR MESSAGE LS 14b
C LS 147
Ig PRINT 26J, IERR, IRUNj,N._YM LS 148
GO TO I LS 14g
150. C LS 150
20 FORMAT (1HEIISX, 36HT IS NOT STRICTLY INCREASING FOR RUNpITlE6XJ, lHT LS 151
.. ipI3Xp 1HX=,13XplHYI ) LS 152
21 FORMAT (SX23F15,41 LS 153
22 FORMAT (IISXj, 55HRESULTS OF LEAST SQUARES POLYNOMIAL CURVF PIT FOR LS 154
155" 1RUN -j, I4j, 3Xj, 6HNSYM -j, IE_3X_6HNPOL =pI3114XplHI,bX=,IHT_qXplNXPqX_4H LS 155
2XNEWp6Xp 6HX-XNEWj, bXj, IHY_gXJ6HYNEWJ, 4X96HY-Y.NEW ) LS 156
23. FORMAT (115X_57HRESULTS OF LEAST SQUARES C.UBIC SPLINE CURVE FIT FO LS 157
1R RUN -,I4p3XpbHNSYM -gI2J3Xp4HDF "pFIO.5114X_IHIp6XplHTgqX_IHX_gX LS 158
2_ _HXNEWp4Xs 6HX-XN_.Wp6X_IHYs, qxp 6HYNEWJ,4XP6HY-YNEW) L S 15q
1601 24. FORMAT (I5,7F10.4) LS 160
T
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LZSTING OF DECK= LSOPLT PAGE 5
CARO'NO.
161 25 FORMAT (IlOXt12HFRRDR IN X =_EtS,6_lOXplZHERROR IN Y -eE15,6) LS 161
2b FORMAT (ISX_13HERROR NUMBER eI3e42H OCCURRED IN CSDS CALL IN LSQPL LS 162





LISTING OF DECK: LSQ PAG_€ 1
C,_RD NO.
1 SUBROUTINE LSO (XgYpWpNP_N_C) LO 1
C LO 2
C LEAST SOUARES WEIGHTED POLYNOMIAL CUPVE FIT ROUTINE LO 3
C LO 4
5 C CODED BY _ HARRY L. MOR(_AN NASAILARCITADIA&B 1983 LQ 5
C LQ 6
C PARAMETER DEFINITION LQ 7
C X - ARRAY CONTAINING INDEPENDENT VARIABLE LQ B
C Y - ARRAY CONTAINING DEPENDENT VARIABLE LQ g
10 C W - ARRAY CONTAINING WEIGHTINP, VALUES LQ 10
C NP - NUMBER OF POINT,_ LO 11
C N - ORDER OF POLYNOMIAL LQ 12
C C - COEFFICIFNTS OF POLYNOMIAL LO 13
C LO 14
15 C NEW Y VALUE - C(1}+C(2)*X+Cf3)*X**2+,,,+C(N+I)*X**N LQ 15
C LQ 1_"
C DIMENSION X(NP)_, Y(NP)e W(NP)p AND C(N.Z) IN CALLING PROGRAM LQ 17
DIMENSION X'(Z)p Y(1), W(1)p C(I} tO IB
C DIPENSION A(N.lgN.2) N-IO Fr]R THIS VERSION LQ 19
20 COMMON /WORK/ A(llp12) LQ 20
C LQ 21
C COMPUTE LEAST SOUARES MATRIX LQ 22
C LQ 23
N1-N.I LQ 24
25 N2=N+2 LQ 25
DO I I=ZpNE LQ 26
00 1 J=I,N2 .LO 27
1 A(ItJ}'O, LO 28
DO 3 K'ZwNP LO 2g
30 T1"1, LQ 30
DO 3 J'I_N1 LQ 31
TZ=T1 LQ 32
DO 2 ImlPN1 LQ 33
A(Jp I)-A(JsI )+T2_W(K ) LQ 36
35 2 TZ=TZ*X(K) LO 35
A (J_N 2) =A( J_ N2)-Y(K )_'TI'_W (K) LO 36
3 T1-TI*X(K) LQ 37
C LQ 38
C SOLVE FOR COEF'_:ICIENTS I'lF LEAST SOl]ARES POLYNOMIAL LQ 39
_0 C LO _0
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LISTING OF DECKz LSO PAGE 2
CARD NO,
_1 O[} 4 K=lsN LQ 41
r)O 4 J,,K_N LQ 62
T1-A | J+li, K} /A(K,K) LQ _3
DO 4 I,,KJ, N2 LO 44
45 4 A(J+IJ, I),,A(J+I_|-A(K_I)'_T1 LQ _5
C (N1),,-A (NltN?) I A(NlpN1) LO 46
DO 5 I'2_NI LQ 47
KmN2-1 LQ 48
CfK)--A(K_NZ)IA (KpK) LQ 4Q
PO L-K+1 LQ 50
DO 5 J'L_N1 LQ 51






LISTING DF DECKs CSDS PAGE 1
CARD NQ.
1 SUBROUTINE CSOS (MAXjIX, X_FtOF, SgIPT, COEF_WK_IERR) CS 1
************************************************************************ CS 2
C*. # CS 3
C# PURPOSEs * CS 4
5 C# SUBROUTINE CSOS FITS A SMOOTH CUBIC SPLINE TO A # CS 5
C_' UNIV_RIATE FUNCTION. DATA MAY BE UNEQUALLY _PACED. ,t CS 6
C* * CS 7
C* USE* ,o, CS B
C# CALL CSDS(MAXeIXJ, XII:tDFeSeIPT,pCOEF_WKeIERR) wwCS 9
10 C_ * CS 10
C_ MAX INPUT INTEGER SPECII:YING THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF DATA # CS 11
C_ POINTS FOR THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE. _ CS 12
C'_ * CS 13
C¢ IX TNPUT INTEGER SPECIFYING THE ACTUAL NUMBER OF DATA ,t CS 14
15. C'_ POINTS FOR THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE. IX_IMAX. ,_ CS 15
C* _,CS 16
C* X ONE-DIMENSIONAL INPUT ARRAY DIMENSIONED AT LEAST * CS 17
C* IX IN THE CALLING PROGRAM. UPON ENTRY TO CSDSp ,t CS 18
C* X I( I ) MUST CONTAIN THE VALUE DF THE. INDEPENDENT _' CS 19
20 C'_ VARIABLE AT POINT I, ,t CS 20
C,t e CS 21
C,t F ONE-DIMENSIONAL INPUT ARRAY DIMENSIONED AT LEAST ,t CS 22
C,t IX IN THE CALLING PROGRAM. UPON ENTRY Tr) CSDSJP ,t CS 23
C_ F(I) MUST CONTAIN TH_ VALUE OF THE FUNCTION AT € CS 26
25' C_'. POINT X(1), <'CS 25
C'_ ,t CS 26
C_ DF ONE-DIMENSIONAL INPUT ARRAY DIMENSIONED AT LEAST • CS 27
C,!, IX IN THE CALLING PROGRAM. UPON E.NTRY Trl C.qDSt ,I, CS 28
C# OF(I) MUST CONTAIN AN FSTIMATE OF .'[HI: STANDARD ,t CS 29
30. C,t DEVIATION OF FII), _' CS 30
C_ s, CS 31
C'_ S A NON-NEGATIVE INPUT PARAMETER WHICH CONTROLS THE _' CS 32
C# EXTENT OF SMOrlTHING. S SHOULD BE IN THE RANGE • CS 33
C,t ( Iy,-( 2, IX ) _,*.5.) <S<( I X.( 2*IX)*'t.5 ). '_ CS 34
35. C* * CS 35
C* IPT INPUT INITIALIZATION PARAMETER, THE USER MUST * CS 36
C'_ SPECIFY IPT=-I. WHENEVER A NEW X ARRAY IS _'CS 37
C,t INPUT. THE RrlUTINE WELL ALSO CHECK TO INSURE THAT ,t CS 38
C_ THE X ARRAY IS IN STRICTLY INCREASING OROr-R. • CS 39
401 C* * CS 40
95













C. COEF A TWO-DIMENSIONAL OUTPUT ARRAY DI~EN~IONFO CMAX,4) • CS 41
C. IN THE CALLING PROr.RAH. UPON RETURN, COEFCI,J) • CS 42
C. CONTAINS THE J-TH COEFFICIENT OF THE SPLINE FOR • CS 43
C. THf INTfRVAL BEGINNINr. AT POINT XCI). TH~ • CS 44
C. FUNCTIONAL VALUE OF THE SPLINE AT ABSCIS~A Xl, • CS 45
C. WHER~ XCI)<Xl<XCI+l), IS GIVEN BYt * CS 46
C. FCX1).CCCO~F(I,4).H+COEFCI,3)).H+COEFCI,2)).H • CS 47
C. +CIJHCt,lJ • CS 48
C.. WHERE H-Xl-X(I) • CS 49
C. • CS 50
C. WK A ONE-DIMENSIONAL WORK AREA ARRAY DIMENSIONED AT • CS 51
C. LEAST (7.rX+Q) IN THE CALLING PROGRAM. • CS 52
C. • CS 53
C. IERR OUTPUT ERROR PARAMETER1 • CS 54
C. -0 NORMAL R~TURN. NO ERROR DETECTFD. • CS 55
C. -J THE J-TH ElF.MENT OF THE X ARRAY IS NOT IN • CS 56
C. STRIenY INCREAHNG ORDER. . • CS 57
C. -~l THERE ARE 'LESS THAN FOUR VALUES IN THE X ARRAY •• CS 58
C. • CS 59
C. UPON RETURN FROM CSDS, THIS PARAMETER SHOULD BE • CS 60
C. TESTED IN THE CAllING PROGRAH. • CS 61
C. • CS 62
C. . • CS 63
C. • CS 64
C. REQUIRED ROUTINES -NONE • CS 65
C. • CS 66
C. SOURCE IMSL ROUTINE ICSSMU MODIFIED BY • CS 67
C. . COMPUTER SCIENCES CORPORATION • CS 68
C. • CS 69
C. LANr,UAGE -FORTRAN • CS 70
C. • CS 71
C. DATE RELEASED SEPTEMBER 5, 1973 • CS 72
C., • CS 73




DIMENSION XCI), F(1), DF(1), cnEFCMAX,4), WK(I) CS 78
C CS 79
C SET UP WORKING AREAS CS 80
J/
LISTING OP DECKS CSI)S PAGE 3
CAR{) NO,
81 C CS 81
IERQ-O CS 82
IF (IPT,NE,-I) GO TO 6 C$ 83
IPT-O CS 8_
B51 IF (IX,LT,4) GO TrlI CS 85
., GO TO 2 CS 86
1 IERR--I CS 87
RETURN C._ 8B
Z IXl-IX-1 CS BO
gO. DO 3 I-l, IXl CS gO
IF (X(I+I)-X(T),GT,O) GO TO 3 CS ql
IERR-I+I CS g2
RETURN CS q3
3 Cf)NTINUE CS q4
q5. NOl=IX+l CS 95
IBI'NP1 CS 96
IB2-IBI+NP1 CS q7
• IB3-I B2+NPI+I CS q8
IB _-I B3+NP1 CS qq
1001 IBS=IB4+NPI CS 100
IB6-I B5*NPI+I CS 101
WK (II-0, C_ 101
WKI2)=O* CS 103
WKfIB2)'O, CS 104




WK(IJKS)=O, ' CS 109




WK {IJ_(5}"O, CS 114




FF=(F (2)-F (1))/H CS 11g
120 IF (IX.LT,3) GD TO 10 CS 120
97
LISTING OF OECKI CSDS PAGE k
CARO NO,,
121 DO 5 I'3,IX CS 121
G-H C$ 122
HmX(I )-X(I-l) CS 123
E-FF C$ 124
125 FF-{F (I)-F(I-I|) IH CS 125
CDFF ( I-lsl)-FF-_ C$ 126
IJK3-IB3+I CS 127
WK(I J K3) - ( G+H)e,66666666666667 CS 128
IJK_-IB6_I C$ 129
130 WK{IJ K4)-HI3, CS 130
IJK2- IB2._I CS 131
WK(IJK2)"DF (1-2|/G C$ 132
WK(I)-DF(I)IH CS 133
IJKEmIBI+I CS 13k
1351 WK(I JKI)m-DF (I'-I)#G-DF(I-1)/H C$ 135
5 CONTINUE CS 136
00 6 I-3s IX CS 137
IJKlmIBI.I CS 138
IJK2"IB2.I C$ 139
140! COEF (I-lJ,2)-WK(I)'wWK(I)+WK (iJKI)tWK( IJKI)+WK( IJKZ)*WK(IJK2) C$ 140
.. COEF(I-I_3),,WK.(I),WWK(IJKI+I).WK(IJKll_WKfIJK2+I) C$ 141
COEF(I-1j4)-WK'(I)W, WK(IJK2+2.)_ C$ 142
6 CONTINUE . :' C$ 143
1451 C ' C$ 144NEXT ITERATION S 145
C CS 146 .
7 IF (IX, LT,3) _,0 T9 10 C$ 147
DO 8 Im3, IX C$ 148
IJKI-IBI+I-I C$ 149
150 IJKO,,I-1 C$ 150
WK(I JK1)-FF'_WK (I JKO) CS 151
IJKZ-IB2+I-2 C$ 152
• IJ KO- I-2 C$ 153
• WK (IJK2)-G_'WK(.IJKO} CS 154
155 IJKO-I C$ 155
IJK3" IB3+I CS 156
.. WK(IJKO)=I,/(P_'COF_fI-1p2)+WK(IJK3)-FFW, WK! IJKI)-GeWK(IJK2)) CS 157 .
IJKSmlBS+I C$ 158
. I JKN"IJK5-1 CS 159
160 IJKO" IJKN-Z .. CS 160
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LISTING OF DECK: CSDS PAGE 5
CARD NO,
161 WK(IJKS}-COEF(I-Ipl)-WK(IJKI)*WK(IJKN)-WK(IJK2)W, WK(IJKO) CS 161
IJ K4- I_4+I CS 162
FF'P*CDEF (l-lp 3)+WK (IJK4)-H.eWK {IJK1) CS 163
GmH C) 164
165 H-CDE F(I-I_4)_P CS 165
8 CONTI NU6 CS 166
DO 9 I-3plX CS 167
JmIX-I+3 CS 16e
• IJK5mIBS+J CS 16q




WK(I J KS) mWK(J)W'WK ( IJ K5 }-WK (.IJK1 }*WK { IJK6 |'WK { I JK2)WWWK(IJK7 } CS 174
175 g CONTINUE CS 175
10 E-O CS 176
HmO CS 177
C CS 17B
C CONPUTF. U AND ACCUMULATE E CS 17q
180. C CS 180
DO 11 I-2,IX CS 181
G'H CS 182
IJKS-IBS+I CS 183
H" (WK(IJKS+I)-WK ( IJK 5) |1 (X (I')-X (I-1) ) CS 184
185 IJK6- IB6+I CS 185
WK (IJK6)- (H-G)*DF (I-1) _DF (1-1) CS 186
E- E+WK(I JK6)'_ (H-G) CS 187
11 CONTINUE CS 188
Gm-H'_DF( IX)'*DF (IX) CS 18q




F2',E WWP*P CS 194
195" IF (F2oGEoS,OR,F?,LF,G) GO TO 14 CS 195
FF-O, .. CS 196
IJ K6,, IB6+2 CS 107
H" (WK(IJK6+I)-WK ( IJK 6) ) / (X (2)-X (1)) CS 198
• IF (IX, LT,3) GO TO 13 CS 190
200" DO 12 I'3sIX CS 200
99
LI-_T!NG OF DECK8 CSDS PAGE 6
CARD No,
201 G'H C$ 201
IJK6-1B6.I CS 202
H- (WK (IJK6.I}-WK{ IJK6) )1 (X(I)-X (I-l) } CS 203
IJKI=IBI.I-I CS 204
!
205! IJK2-IBZ+I-2 CS 205
G=H-G-WK(IJKI)w'WK (I-I)-WK (IJK2)*WK(I-2) CS 206
FF-FF_GSWK (I)_G CS 207
'" WK(I) -G CS 208
12 CONTINUE CS 20q
2101 13 H-' E-P'_FF CS 210
IF (H,LE,O) GD TO 14 CS 211
C m C S 212
C UPDATE THE LAGRANGE MULTIPLIER P CS 213
C Fr]R THE NEXT ITERATION CS 21_
215 C CS 215
P=P+[ S-FZ)I ( ( SQRT(SI E) .P]_'H} CS 216
GO TO 7 CS 217
C CS 218
C IF F. LESS THAN OR EQUAL TfJ Se CS 21q
2201 C COMPUTE THE COEFFICIENTS AND RETURN. CS 220
C CS 221
' 1_ DD 15 I=2_NP1 CS 222
IJK6mlB6.I CS 223
COEF(I-I_I}"F(I-1)-P'_WK(IJK6) CS 22tt
2251 IJKS- IBS.I . CS 225 .-
COEF(I-1,3) =WK( IJKS| CS 226
15 CONTINUE CS 227
" DO 16 I=2plX CS 228
H-X(I )-X(I-1) CS 22g
2301 COEF{ I-1P_}" ( COEF(I, 3}OCOEF ( I-1P 3) | I( 3"_'H} CS 230
CDEF(I-I,Z)=fCOEF(IJ1)-COFF(I-1JI|}IH-(HtCOEF(I-lsP4|.COEF(I-I'3))# CS 231
1H CS 232
" 16 CONTINUE CS 233
RETURN CS 234




LISTING OF DECKI AXISLB PAGE 1
CARD NO,
1 SUBROUTINE AXISLB (IAXISJXDRGpYOP_p_QG,SCALEpDISTpHTpNnIG) XL 1
C XL 2
C ROUTINE TO DRAW SCALE VALUFS nN AxIS XL 3
C XL 4
5 C CODFD BY -- HARRY L, MORGAN NASAILARCITAOIAAB Iq83 XL 5
C XL 6
C PARAMETER DEFINITION XL 7
C IAXIS - I - DRAW X-AXIS _CALES XL B
C IAXIS • 2 - DRAV Y-AXI_ _CALES XL q
10 C XORG, YORG - XjY C_OROINATES nF BEGINNING OF AXIS XL 10
C ORG - SCALE VALUE AT BEGINNING OF AXIS XL 11
C SCALE - SCALE VALUE PER INCH XL 12
C DIST - LENqT_ OF AXIS XL 13
C HT - HEIGHT OF VALUE_ DRAWN ON AXIS XL 14
15 C NDIG - NUMBER OF SIGNIFICANT FIGUPES TO RIGHT n_ DECIMAL POINT XL 15
C NDIG--I W!LL DROP DECIMAL POINT XL 16
C XL 17
C COMPUTE ROUTINF CONSTANTS XL 1R
WADJ'O*O XL 19
20 IF (HT*LE,O*I) WAOJ=O*01 WL ZO
CONS=6,tHTIT,.WADJ XL 21
CONS2=Z,*HTI7, XL 22
AOJ-O ,4_HT XL Z3
IF (ADJ,LT,O,1) A_J=O,I XL 24




C POSITION PEN aT BEGINNING _F AXIS XL 2q
30 CALL CALPLT (XOQGpYORG_3) XL 30
C DRAW AXIS VALUE AT rASH INCH MARK ALONG AXIS XL 31
DD P I-lpNL XL 32
VALUEmSCALE*FLOAT(I-I)+nRG XL 33
C COMPUTE NUWBSQ qP SIGNIFICANT FIfiURES IN VALUE XL 34
35 NDG-NDIG XL 35
V=ABS(VALUE) XL 36
Ir (V-I,OE-5) 1.1,2 XL 37
; 1 NDG=-I XL 38
! NSIG=I XL 39
40 V=O,O XL 40
I01
LISTING OF DECK; AXISLB PAGE 2
CARD Hn,
41 VALUE=O°O XL 41
GO TO 5 XL 42
2 NSIG=HDG.I XL 43
3 S=V+S IGN(1, E-TpV) XL 44
45 N=IFIX(S) XL 45
IF (N) 5_5p4 Xt 46
'4 NSIG-NSIG.I XL 47
V'O. lCeV Xt 48
GO TO 3 XL 49
50 5 IF (VALUE,LT,O,O| NSIG,_NSIG+I XL 50 .,
S=CDNS*F LOAT {N SI G)'C DNS2 Xl 51
C POSITION AND DRAW AXIS VALUE XL 52
; IF (IAXIS,EQ,2) GO TO 6 XL 53
XT -X0-0,5"S XL 54
55 YT=YO-HT-ADJ XL 55
XO'XO+l, XL 56
GO TO 7 XL 57
6 XT -XO-S-ADJ XL 58
YT-YO-O,5_HT XL 5q
601 YO"YO.I, XL 60
7 CALL HUMBER (XTgYTpHTjVALUE O,eNDG) XL 61
C ADVANCE TO NEXT INCH MARK XL 62
8 CONTINUE XL 63
C RETURN TO BEGINNING OF _XIS' XL 66
65. CALL CALPLT (XORGpYDRGp3) WL 65




LISTING OF DECKI CDFFSY PAGE 1
CARD NO,
1 SUBROUTINE COEFSY {XOtY{],HT_ISYM) CY 1
C CY 2
C ROUTINE TO DRAW AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS CY 3
C CY 4
5 C CODED BY -- HARRY L, M{3RGA_I NASA/LARCITAO/AAB lqB3 CY 5
C CY 6
C PARAMETER DEFINITION CY 7
C XO - X COORDINATE OF LEFT-HAND EDGE OF SYMBOL CY B
C YO - Y COORDINATE OF CENTERLINE nF MAIN LETTER OF SYMBflL CY 9
10 C. HT - SYMBOL HEIGHT CY 10
C ISYM • I - LIFT WIDTH • 2,0*HT CY 11
C ISYM - 2 -r)RAG WIDTH • 2,!WmT CY 12
C ISYM - 3 - PITCHING MOMENT WIDTH'• 2,2.*HT CY 13
C ISYM • 4 - ROLLING MOMF.NT WIDTH 1,7*HT CY lit
15. C ISYM • 5- YAWING MOMENT WIDTH : I,Q'IHT CY 15
C ISYM - 6 - SIDE FORCE WIDTH• 2,1*HT CY 15
C ISYM - 7 -LIFTIDRAG WIDTH • 2,64.HT CY 17
.. C ISYM • 8 - ALPHApDEG. WIDTH • 3,5_'HT CY 18
C ISYM - 9 - BETApDEG WIDTH - 3,,tt*HT CY lq
20 C CY 20
C INITIALIZE CHARACTER SETS CY 21
CALL CHARST1 CY 22
CALL CHARST7 CY 23
CALL CHARST2 CY 24
25 C POSITION PEN AT START OF _YMr_OL CY 25
CALL CALPLT (XO_,YOJ,3) CY _6
YI•YO-O .5,WHT CY 27
IF (ISYMoEQ,7| GO TO I CY 28
IF (ISYM,EQ,B,OR,ISYM,EO,Q) GO TO 2 CY 2Q
30 IF (ISYM,GT,9) GO TO 3 CY 30
C DRAW LETTER C CY 31
CALL CHARACT (XOpYI_HT_2H}CtO.J. 2,0. O) CY 32
CALL CHARWH (WDJ,XlpY19HT_2H.)C,290.O) CY 33
XI•XO+lo 15'_WD CY 36
351 YI"YO-HT CY 35
C DRAW SUBSCRIPT _F C CY 36
IF (ISYM.EQ.I) CALL CHARACT (XI_YleHT, ZH)L,O.,2_,O.O) CY 37
IF (ISYM.EO.2) CALL CHARACT (XlpYlpHTe2H)DpOos2,O.O) CY 38
IF (ISYMoEQ.3) CALL CHARACT (XIpYI_HTp2H(M,O.,2,0.O) CY 39
60. IF (ISYM,EQ,¢} CALL LAM (XlpYtpHT) CY ttO
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CARD NOD
41 IF (ZSYM.E(].5) CALL CHARACT (X1,Y1pHTpZH[N$O.p290.O) CY 41
IF (ISYM.EQ.6| CALL CHARACT {XIJ'YIJ.HT_ZH)Y_.O.pZj.O.O} CY 42
GO TO 4 CY 43
• C DRAW LID CY 44
45 I CALL CHARACT (xrIjYIsHTp4N)LIDpO.,4tO.251 CY 45
GO TO 4 CY 46
C DRAW ALPHAeDEr, OR BETAeDEG CY 47
2 IF [ISYM.EQ.8) CALL CHARACT'(XOtY]LpHTtllH$7(ASZ(J. DEGpOoeIlpOoZO] CY 4B
IF [ISYM.EQ.9) CALL CHARACT [XOJ.YI_HTjllH$?(BSZ(pDEGjO.j. IljO. 20) CY 69
50. GD TO 4 CY 50
C CY 51
C ADD ADDITIONAL SYMBDLS HERE AS DESIRED CY 52
3 CONTINUE CY 53
C CY 54
55 C CY 55
C RETURN PEN TO START OF SYMBOL CY 56
4 CALL CALPLT (XO_,Yrl,3] CY 57
CALL CHNGSET (1) CY 58
60: C RETURN TO CALLING PROGRAM CY 59RETURN CY 60
END CY 61-
I04
LISTING OF DECK: LAM PAGE 1
CARD No,
1 SUBROUTINE LAM (XOpYr_tHT) LM 1
C LM 2
C ROUTINE TO DRAW ROLLING MOMENT SUBSCRIPT LM 3
C LM 4
5 C CODED BY--HARRY L, MIBRGAN NASAILARCITAOIAAB lg83 LM P
C LM 6
C PARAMETER DEFINITION LM 7
C XO..YO - X_Y COr1RDINATES O!= LOWEP LEFT-HAND CORNER fl_ SYMBOL LM 8
C HT - HEIGHT OF SYMBOL LM g
101 C LM 10
DIMENSION XM(17)_ YM(17) LM 11
DATA XMI3,_13,,O,90,_4,plOo,l._o_l_o,13o_12,Z_lO,_4,pl,_l,_l_,_p3,6 LM 12
1j3,/ LM 13
DATA YHIkBet43,_7op2,pO,_O,p2,p5op5o_2o6pl,_l._2,6_7,J, 44,J, 64o94Bol LM 14
151 HTH-HT/_6, LM 15
CALL CALPLT (XtlpYOj, 3) LM 16
DO 1 I'l*l? tM 17
K'2 LM 18
IF (I,EQ,1) K'3 LM lg
201 XmXO+(XM(I) +2, )*HTH LM 20
Y-YO*YM(I)*HTH LM 21
1 CALL CALPLT (X_YpK) LM 22
CALL CALPLT (XO_YOpB) LM 23
RETURN .. LM 24
251 END LM 25-
I05
LISTING OF DECK= GRIDLN PAGE I
CARD NO,
I SUBROUTINE GRIDLN (XOj,YOj,XLeYHjNOIV) GL 1
C GL ?
C ROUTINE TO DRAW AREA DF GRID LINF.S GL 3
C GL 4
5 C CODFD BY -- qARRY L, MORGAN NASAILARCITADIA&B 1983 GL ._
C GL 6
C PARAMETER DEFINITION GL 7
C XI],YO - Xj,V CDnRDINATES OF LDWFR LEFT-HAND CORNFR OF GI_TD AREA GL 8
C XL - LENGTH [3F GPID APEA GL q
10 C YH - HEIGHT nF _RID ARPA GL 10
C NDIV - NUMBER OF GRID LINES PER INCH GL 11
C GL 12
C COMPUTE NUMBER rIFGRID LIN¢.._ GL 13
XD-FLOAT(NDIV} GL 14
15 IF (XD,LE,O,O) XD-1, GL 15
NGX-I FIX (XD*XL+O,,0001) +1 GL 16
NGY- IFIX (XDW'YH+O,0001) +1 GL 17
C DRAW GRID LINES PARALLEL Trl Y-AXIS GL 18
CALL CALPLT (xnpYO_3) GL 19
,?.0 D=O, GL 20




25 L=O GL 25
DO 3 I-lpNGX GL 26
L-L+1 GL 27
X2-X14D GL 28
IF (L-l) ZpZP? GL 2q
30 1 CALL CALPLT (XI_YS_?) GL 30
IF (I,EQ,NGX) G_ Trl 3 GL 31
CALL CALPLT (X;_YSP3) GL 32
GO Trl 3 GL 33
2 CALL CALPLT (XlJ,YIpS) GL 36
35 IF (I,EO,NGX) _,0 TO 3 GL 35
CALL CALPLT (WSpYI|,3) GL 36
L=O GL 37
3 XI=XZ GL 38
C DRAW GRID LINF.S PARALLEL TO X-AXIS GL 30
40 CALL CALPLT (Y.rI_YOp3) GL 40
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LISTING OF DECKS GRIDLN PAGE 2
CARD NO,
41 D=O, GL 41
IF (NGY, GT,I} D=YH/FLOAT(NqY-1) GL 4Z
YI-YO GL 43
XI=XO GL _4
45 XZ=XO+XL _,L 45 ..
L=O GL 46
DD 6 I=ltNGY GL 47
L=L+I GL 48
YZ=YI+D GL _9
50 IF (L-l| 4p4j, 5 GL 50
4 CALL CALPLT (XZpYI_,2) GL 51
IF [IoEO,NGY) GO TO 6 GL 52
CALL CALPLT (X2_YZp3) :" GL 53
GO TO 6 GL 54
55 5 CALL CALPLT (_tipYlt2) GL 55
IF (I,EQ,NGY} GK1TO 6 GL 56
CALL CALPLT (XlgY2p31 GL 57
L=O GL 58
6 YI=Y2 GL 59
60 C FRAME GRID AREA GL 60
XI=XO+XL GL 61
YZ=YO+YH GL 62
CALL CALPLT (XO_,YOJ,3) GL 63
CALL CALPLT (XlpYOp2) GL 64
65 CALL CALPLT (XI_,YIpZ) ' GL 65
CALL CALPLT (XOpYI_2) GL 66
. . CALL CALPLT (XOpYOp?) GL 67
CALL CALPLT {XO_,Yqj,3} GL 68
C RETURN TO CALLING PROGRAM GL 69
701 RETURN GL ?0
END GL 71-
I07
LISTING OF DECK= RUNKEY PAGE I
CARO NO,
3. SUBROUTINE RUNKEY (XO:,Y_]pRUNpLSYMgISIZE:,HT:,NRNMAX) KY 1
C KY Z
C ROUTINE TO DRAW TITLE BLOCK"CONTAINING SYMBOLS AND RUN NUMBERS KY 3
C KY 4
5 C COOED BY -- HARRY L, MORGAN NASA:/LARC"I'TAO/AAB 1983 KY 5
.C KY 6
C PARAMETER DEFINITION KY ?
C XDeYD - X:,YCOORDINATES OF LOWER LEFT-HAND CORNF.R OF KEY KY B
C RUN - RUN NUMBERS KY 9
101 C LSYM- SYMBOL ORDER KY 10
C ISIZE - SYWBDL SIZ_ KY 11
C HT - SYMBOL HEIGHT KY 12
C NRNMAX - MAXIMUM NUMBFR OF ALLOWABLE RUNS PER _.HF.FT KY 13
C KY 14
151 DIMENSION RUN(1)9 LSYM(1) KY 15
C WORK ARRAYS KY 16
COMMON#PLT/ KRUN(IOIsNRUN(!O)pLr_UN(22)_JSYM(2Z) KY 17 .
C KY 18
INTEGER RUN : KY 10
20" C INITIALIZE ROUTINE CONSTANTS KY 20
DATA XMII,OIpXMARGfO,1/pXNSPI2,51pSPCIO,21 KY 21 •
C DEFINE LETTERING SIZE KY 22
$Z =HT ",'XM KY 23
C INITIALIZE CHARACTER SET KY 24 ..
251 CALL CHARST2 KY 25
C KY 26
C DETERMINE THE NUMBER OF NON-ZERO RUNS AND CORRESPONDING ._YMBOLS KY 27
C KY 28
NR=D KY 29
30 DO 2 I=IpNRNMAX KY 30 ..
IF (RUN(I)) 1PZJ, 1 KY 31
1 NR=NR+I KY 32
LRUN( NR)=RUN[I ) KY 33
JSYM[NR)=LSYM(I ] KY 34 ..
351 2 CONTINUE KY 35
IF (NR,EQ,O) RETURN KY 36
C KY 37
C COMPUTE WIDTH OF WORDS _YMBOL AND qqqgq KY 38
C KY 39
601 CALL CHARWH ($YMWpHA_HBSpSZ_,BH)S(YMBOL_B,SPC) KY 60 ..
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LISTING OF DECK= RUNKEY PAGE 2
CARD NOD
41 CALL CHARWH (WDpHA_HBpSZ95Hqgqqq, sjSPC) KY 41
XS,,XO+O, 5_SYM_/+XMARG KY 42
XR=XO+2,,_SYMW.O, 5,_WD+XhtARG KY 63
YSR-YQ+XMARG KY 64
65: C KY 65
.C DRAW SYMBOL AND RUN NIIMBER KY 66 ,
C KY 47
DO 6 LnltNR KY 68
I-NR+I-L KY 49
50: ENCODE (IOe?jMRUN) LRUN(I} KY 50
DECODE (IO_,8, MRIIN) KRUN KY 51
C FIND NUMBER OF DIGITS IN RUN NIIMBER KY 52
DD 3 Ju1110 KY 53
3 NRUN(J)"IH KY 56
551 KDIG'O KY 55
O_ 6 J-l_, 10 KY 56
IF (KRUN(J)oEO'IH) GO TO 6 KY 57
KDIG-KDIG'_I KY 58
C SHIFT RUN NIIMBER FR..r1MRIGHT TO LEFT JUS'TIFIED KY 59
60 NRUN( KDI G)"KRUN (J) KY 60
6 CONTINUE KY 61 ..
C _EFORMAT RUN NUMBER KY 62
ENCODE (IO_SpMRUN) NRUN KY 63 ..
DECODE (lO_9,MRUN) IRUN KY 66
65 C DRAW SYMBOL KY 65
Y2"YSR+Oo 5'_SZ KY 66
CALL PNTPLT (X._pY2eJSYN(T)gISIZE) KY 67
C DRAW RUN NUHBER KY 6B
IF (KOIG.EQ.O) GO T{1 5 KY 69
70 CALL CHARWH (WDpHApHBs,SZeIRUNj, KOIGpSPC) KY 70
XX"XR-Oo 5'_WD KY 71
CALL CHARACT (XXJYSR,SZe_RU_,O°pKDIG_SPC) KY 72
5 YSR-YSR+XNSP_SZ KY 73
6 CONTINUE KY 74
75 C KY 75
C DRAW AND UNDE_LIN_ WORD SYMBOL AND RUN KY 76
C KY T7
CALL CHARWH (WDgHA,HBpSZ_SH)_R(UNJS_SPC) KY 78
IF (HB°LT,HBS) HBS'HB KY 79
80 XX-XS-O, 5_ (SYMW.XMARG) KY BO
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LISTING OF DECKz RUNKEY PAGE 3
CARD NDe
81 CALL CALPLT (XXpYSRp3) KY 81
XX -XS40o 5_(SYMW+XMARG) KY 82
CALL CALPLT (X)(pYSR_2) KY 83
XX=XR-O,51' [WO+XHARG) KY 84
85 CALL CALPLT (XXpYSR_3) KY 85
XX=XR'tO,5 • (gD'l' XHARG) KY 86
CALL CALPLT (X'_,YSRp2) KY B7
YSRmYSR-HBS+O. 5('XMARG KY 88
XX"XS-O, 5W'SYMW KY 89
901 CALL CALPLT (XXpYSR_3). " KY 90
CALL CHARACT (XXpYSRPSZ_SH)S(YNBOLpO,pS_SPC) KY ql
XX,,XR-OoS_WD KY 92
CALL CHARACT (XXeYSRpSZ_,SH)R(UNgO,p'SpSPC) KY q3
C KY 94
95 C RETURN TO TITLE BLOCK ORIGIN" KY q5
C KY 96
CALL CALPLT (XOpYOj3} KY 97
CALL CHARST1 KY 98
C KY 99
100 RETURN KY 100
C KY_101
7 FORMAT (I10) KY 102
8 FORMAT (10A1) KY 103
9 FORMAT (AIO) KY 104




DESCRIPTIONOF INPUT DATA FOR WIND-TUNNELDATA
PLOTTINGPROGRAMPLOTWD
This appendixcontainsa descriptionof the input requirementsfor the
wind-tunneldata plottingprogramPLOTWD. The input data is dividedinto two
basic parts: (I) the plotting setup informationand (2) the plottingsheet
information. The setup informationdefinesthe data variables,axis scales
and positions,and the type of data fairingdesired. All setup variablesare
input as floatingpoint quantitieswith a formatof FI0.0, exceptthe YLABEL
and XLABEL variableswhich are axis labels and are input with a format of At0.
Plotting Setup
CARD VARIABLE VALUE DESCRIPTION
1 TEST - Test number
2 SHEETW - Total width of plotting sheet, in.
SHEETH - Total height of plotting sheet, in.
SPACE - Space betweenplotting sheets,in.
3 ISYM - Startingsymbol number (See table I.)
ISIZE I Small symbol size
2 Medium symbol size
3 Large symbol size
4 IOP 0 Plot data points only
I Plot data points and fair with tension
spline
TENSION - Tensionfactor,
5 IEDIT 0 Do not sort or edit data
I Sort and edit data
TOLR - Edit toleranceof independent
test variable(TOLR=0for sort only)














Number of plots per sheet
Data array location of y-axis variable
Sheet height location of y-axis
origin, in.
Scale value per inch for y-axis
Label for y-axis
Data array location of x-axis variable
Sheet width location of x-axis
origin, in.
Scale value per inch for x-axis
Label for x-axis















Run numbers to be plotted on
sheet
A new SHEET namelist follows
A new setup deck follows
End of namelist
Note that no part of the namelist may be in column 1 and that a maximum of 10
run numbers may be input per sheet.
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APPENDIX C
DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT FOR WIND-TUNNEL DATA PLOTTING PROGRAM PLOTWD
This appendix contains a description of the typical output for the wind-
tunnel data plotting program PLOTWD. A sample four-page output is presented
in table IV and was generated from the upper set of sample input data pre-
sented in table III. Page I of the output is a printout of the input setup
data as described in appendix B. This page should be carefully checked after
each program execution to insure that the desired plotting variables and
scales have been properly input. Page 2 of the output is a list of the run
numbers contained in the data copied from the input file TAPEI to the random-
access file TAPE2. The total number of data points copied to the random-
access file is printed following the list of run numbers. The quantity NPMAX
and the dimensioned size of the array NPT in the main program PLOT should be
equal to or greater than the total number of data points copied to file TAPE2.
Page 3 of the output is a list of the sheet and corresponding run numbers
plotted. A run number with the value zero indicates that no data were plotted
with the symbol corresponding to the order of the run number in the list. If
the user-specified run number is not available on the random-access file, a
message will be printed stating that the specified run could not be found. In
addition, if during the plotting of the scaled data any data points fall out-
side the sheet boundaries, a message will be printed stating the number of
data points outside the boundaries. These outside data points will not be
plotted and, therefore, may require that the user redefine either the axis
scale factors or the sheet height and width.
If the user selects the sort and edit option, page 4 will be output which
contains a summary of the sort and edit information for each run called during
the program execution. The first set of values listed in this summary are the
input values of the independent variable t for the particular run. The sorted
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t values listed next represent the results of the sorting procedure which
simply reorders the input values in a monotonically increasing order. The
sorted t values for a particular run will be the same regardless of the number
of times the run is plotted. The edited and deleted t values listed last
represent the results of the editing procedure which deletes all but one of
the multiple data points within the specified tolerance TOLR. The data points
deleted are selected based on the input y values for the particular part of
the figure and, therefore, may be different for each part. The edited and
deleted t values listed are only for the first part of the figure. The
deleted points are not used during the spline curve fairing process, but
nevertheless, they are plotted with the appropriate symbol.
If the user replaces the call to subroutine CURPLT in the main program
PLOT with a call to subroutine LSQPLT, the sample output summary information
presented in table V will be listed for the least-squares polynomial curve fit
option and in table VI for the least-squares cubic-spline curve fit option.
The parameter IPRINT in subroutine LSQPLT must also be set equal to I for the
summary information to be listed. This information will appear in the output
immediately following the print of the particular sheet and corresponding run
numbers on page 3 of the basic output. The summary information will be listed
each time the subroutine is called; therefore, the user is cautioned that a
large amount of printed output can easily be generated even if a moderate
number of plots and runs are specified.
The summary information presented in tables V and VI consists of a tabu-
lated listing of the input t, x, and y values, the new x and y values
generated by the least-squares curve fit, and the differences between input
and new x and y values. Immediately following the tabulated listing, the
sum-of-the-squares of the differences between the input and new x and y values
are listed as an error-in-x and -y, respectively. If the independent
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variable t and the x-axis variable are the same as it is for the sample output
case, the error-in-x will be very small. If the least-square polynomial curve
fit option is chosen, the error-in-x and -y will be a function of the degree
of the polynomial. If the least-square cubic-spline option is chosen, the
error-in-x and -y will always be equal to the product of the number of input
points times the square of the standard deviation DF.
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TABLEI.- LIST OFSTANDARDSYMBOLANDDASHEDLINECOMBINATIONS






















TABLE II. - LIST OF STANDARD AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS DRAWN BY SUBROlITlNE COEFSY
ISYM COEFFICIENT SYMBOL WIDTH/HEIGHT
1 Lift CL 2.0
2 Drag CD 2.1
3 Pitching Moment Cm 2.2
4 Rolling Moment Cz 1.7
5 Yawing Moment Cn 1.9
6 Side Force Cy 2.1
7 Lift-Drag Ratio L/D 2.6
8 Angle of Attack. a,deg 3.5












6, 2, .€ CL 1, 4, 2. ALPHA
7, 11, ,2 CD 1, €, 2. ALPHA
8, 20. ,€ CM 1, €, 2, ALPHA
$SHEET NO=206)PUN=3q)595








8, 2, .4 CM 2. I. ,8 CL
9, I, 4, L/D 1, 8, 10, ALPHA
2, 8, .8 CL I, 1, 10, ALPHA




PLOTTING SETUP DECK FOR TEST • 496
WIDTH - 2O,OO SHEET HEIGHT • 23,00 SPACE BETWEFN SHEETS • lO,OO
STARTING SYMBOL NUMBER • I SYMBOL SIZE IS LARGE
WILL BE FAIRED AND PLOTTED USING SPLINE WITH TENSION - O,OO
WILL BE EDITED WITH AN EDIT TOLERANCE • ,500
LOCATION OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLE - 1
OF PL_TS PER SHEET " 3
PLOT NOt YTAPE YOFFSET YSCALE YLABEL XTAPE XOFFSET XSCALE XLABEL
1 6 2.00 ,6000 CL I 4.00 2.0000 ALPHA
2 7 11.00 .2000 CD I 6.00 2.0000 ALPHA
3 B 20.00 .6000 CM 1 4.00 2.0000 ALPHA
PAGE2 OUTPUT
FOLLOWING LIST OF RUNS ARE AVAILABLE ON THE DATA DISK FOR TEST NO, 696
Z 3 4 5 6 ? B q 10 11
12 13 14 15 16 17 1B 19 20 21
22 23 24 25 27 28 2q 30 31 32
33 34 35 36 37 38 3q 60 61 42
43 44 45 66 47 4B 4q 50 51 52
53 54 55. 56 57 58 5q 60 61 62
63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72
73 74 75 76 77 78 7q 80 81 82
B3 84 85 86 87 88 8q 90. 91 92
q3 q4 9_ 96 q7 98 q9 lOO 101 102
103 104 105 106 107 108 109 llO 111 112
113 114 115 115 117 118 llq 120 121 122
123 124 12_ 126 127 12B 129 130 131 132
133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140 141 142
143 144 145 146 147 148 14q 150 151 152
153 154 155 156 157 15B 159 160 161 162
163 164 165 166 167 168 16q 170 171 172
173 174 175 175 177 178 179 180 181 182
183 184 185 186 187 188 18q lqO 191 192
193 lq4 195 196 197 198 lq9 200 201 202
203 204 205 206 207 208 20q 210 211 212
213 214 215 216 217 218 219 220 221 222
223 224 225 226 227 228 2_q 230 231 232
233 234 235 236 237 238 239 240 241 242
243 244 245 246 247 24B 24q 250 251 252
253 254
NUMBER OF DATA POINTS • 4901
PAGE3OUTPUT
PLOTTED




THE FOLLOWING RUNS HAVE BEEN EDITED
RUN NO, - 3q TDLERANCF = ,500
INPUT SORTED EDITED DELETED
POINT NO, T-VALUF POINT NO, T-VALUE POINT NO, T-VALUE POINT NO, T-VALUE
I -6.1700 I -6.1700 I -6.1700 4 ,3500
2 -4.1800 2 -4.1800 2 -4,1BOO
3 -I,8800 3 -1.8800 3 -1,8B00
4 ,3500 20 .1700 20 ,1700
2._I00 4 ,3_00 5 2.0100
4,2800 5 2,0100 6 4,2800
7 _,3700 6 4,2800 7 6,3700
8 8,4500 7 6.3700 8 8,4500
9 10.3200 8 8,4500 q 10.3200
10 12,4100 9 10,3200 10 12,4100
11 14,4000 10 12.4100 II 14,4000
12 l_,8OO0 ii 14,4000 12 16.8000
13 18,6700 12 16.8000 13 18,6700
14 20.8600 13 18.6700 14 20.8600
15 22,7500 14 20,8600 15 22,7500
16 26.7800 15 22,7500 16 24,7800
17 26,6700 16 24,7B00 17 26,6700
18 2B,7500 17 26,6700 18 2B,7500
lg 30,?000 18 28,7500 19 30,7000
20 .1700 '19 30,7000
gUN NO. - 5q TOLERANCE • ,500
INPUT SORTED EDITED DELETED
POINT NO, T-VALUF POINT NO, T-VALUE POINT NO. T-VALUE POINT NO, T-VALUE
1 --5,0200 I -6.0200 1 -6,0200 4 ,2800
2 -4,4000 2 -4,4000 2 -4,4000
3 -2.2200 3 -2,2200 3 -2,2200
4 .2800 4 ,2800 20 ,2900
5 ?,0000 20 ,2900 5 2.0000
6 4,8700 5 2,0000 6 4,8700
7 6,3000 6 4,8700 7 6,3000
R _,2000 7 6.3000 8 8,2000
q 10.5800 8 B,200O g 10.5800
I0 12.6400 q i0,5800 I0 12,6400
Ii 14,9700 I0 12.6400 11 14.9700
12 15.6100 II 14.9700 12 16,6100
13 18,4600 12 16,6100 13 18,4600
14 20.8q00 13 18o4600 14 20,8g00
IT 22,B300 14 20,8900 15 22.8300
16 25.3700 15 22.8300 16 25.3700
17 26.9800 16 25,3700 17 26.9800
18 28.9200 17 26,qBO0 18 28,g200
19 31,3400 18 28,q200 lq 31.3600
20 .2gO0 lq 31,3400
ALL PLOTTING COMPLETED
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TABLEV.- SAMPLEOFLEAST-SQUARESPOLYNOMIALCURVEFIT
DATA PLOTTED
SHEET NO • 206 RUNS • 39j, 59, O, Op O_ Oe O, Op
RESULTS OF LEAST SOUARES POLYNOMIAL CURVE FIT FOR RUN " 39 NSYM • 1 NPOL • 3
! T X XNEW X-XNEW Y YNEW Y-YN_W
1 -6.1700 .9150 .9150 -,0000 1,1329 1,0588 ,0741
2 -4,I800 1,9100 1,9100 ,0000 1,4455 1,4068 .0387
3 -I.8800 3.0600 3.0600 ,0000 1,7651 1,8479 -,08_8
4 ,1700 4,0850 4.0850 .0000 2,2144 2,2678 -.0534
5 2.0100 5.0050 5.0050 .0000 2,6249 2.6597 -.0348
6 4.2800 6.1400 6.1400 .0000 3.1164 3.1541 -.0377
7 6.3700 7,1850 7.1850 ,0000 3.5735 3,6117 -,03_2
B 8,4500 B,2250 8.2250 ,0000 4.0115 4.0610 -.0495
q 10,3200 9,1600 q,1600 ,0000 4,4649 4.4533 .0116
10 12.4100 10.2050 10.2050 0.0000 4.9459 4.8711 ,0747
11 14.4000 11.2000 11.2000 -,0000 5.4040 5.2417 ,1623
12 16.8000 12.4000 12.4000 -,0000 5,8305 5,6430 ,1874
13 18,6700 13,3350 13,3350 -,DO00 5,9419 5,9138 ,0281
14 20.8600 14.4300 14.4300 -.O00O 6.0995 6,1757 -,0763
15 22.7500 15.3750 15.3750 -.0000 6.2170 6.3472 -,1301
16 24.7800 16.3900 16.3900 -,0000 6.3325 6.4677 -.1352
17 26,6700 17.3350 17.3350 .0000 6.4900 6.5143 -,0243
I_ 28,7500 IP,3750 18,3750 ,0000 6.3650 6,4852 -,1202
19 30,7000 19,3500 19.3500 .0000 6.5800 6.37%4 ,20_6





SHEET NO - 206 RUNS - 39, 59, O_ Op O, O_ Op O,
RESULTS OF LEAST SQUARES CUBIC SPLINE CURVE FIT FOR RUN - 39 NSYM = 1 DF - ,10000
I T X XNEW X-XNEW Y YNEW Y-YN_W
1 -6,1700 ,g150 .g150 0._000 1,1329 1,0207 .1122
2 -4,1800 1,o100 1,9100 ,0000 1,4455 1,4164 .0291
-1.8800 3,0600 3,0600 0.0000 1.7651 1,8793 -,1142
4 ,1700 4,0850 4,0850 0,0000 2.2144 2,3021 -,0877
2,0100 5,0050 5,0050 .0000 2,6249 2,6911 -,0662
6 4,2800 6,1400 6.1400 ,0000 3,1164 3,1807 -,0643
7 6,3700 7.1850 7,1850 ,0000 3,5735 3,6354 -,0619
B R,4500 P.2250 8,2290 0.0000 4,0115 4.0837 -,07_2
9 10.3200 o.1600 9,1600 O.O00O 4,4649 4,4744 -.0095
I0 12.4100 I0._050 I0.2050 O,OOOO 4.9459 4.8855 .0604
11 14,4000 11,2000 11,2000 .DO00 5,4040 5,2396 ,1644
12 16.8000 12.4000 12,4000 ,0000 5,8305 5,6055 ,2250
13 18,6700 13,3350 13,3350 ,0000 5,9419 5,8400 ,I018
14 20.8600 14.4300 14,4300 .0000 6.0995 6,0624 .0371
15 22.7500 15.3750 15.3750 .DO00 6.2170 6.2162 .0009
16 24,7800 16,3900 16,3900 ,0000 6,3325 6,3511 -,0186
17 26,6700 17.3350 17.3350 0.0000 6,4900 6.4569 ,0331
18 28,7500 lP,3750 18,3750 ,0000 6,3650 6,5606 -,1956
IQ 30,7000 19.3500 19.3500 ,0000 6,5800 6,6538 -.0738
ERROR IN X • ,_75553E-25 ERROR IN Y = .lgOOOOE+O0
TABLEVII.-COMPUTERCODEFORCASE1
C DEFINE HEIGHT OF COEFFICIENTS
HT-0.4
C DEFINE HEIGHT OF AXIS LABELS
SZ=O. 75'_HT
C PROVIDE A BLANK SPACE AT BOTTOM OF PLOT FOR FIGURE TITLE
CALL CALPLT (0.0,4.0_-3)
C DRAW GRID LINES
CALL GRIDLN (O.O.pO.O_20.O.t23.0,1)





C DRAW AND LABEL X-AXIS ( ALPHA }
CALL AXISLB (lpO.O_,O.Op-B.O_,2.0j, 20.OpSZ_-I)
XO- (20. O-3.9'_HT) 12.0
YO--1.0
CALL COEFSY (XOpYO_HT_B}










C DRAW AND LABEL UPPER PORTION OF Y-AXIS ( CM )




" C DRAW AND LABEL RUN KEY
_O-2.0
YL'I-HT+23.0
CALL RUNKFY (XOj,YO_RUNj, LSYM_,ISIZEj,HT_,lO)
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TABLEVIII.- COMPUTERCODEFORCASE2
C DEFINE HEIGHT OF COEFFICIENTS
HT=O.Z5
C DEFINE HEIGHT OF AXIS LABELS
SZ-Oo75_HT
C PROVIDE A BLANK SPACE AT BOTTOM OF PLOT FOR FIGURE TITLE
CALL CALPLT (0.0,3.0_-3]
C
C LOWFR LEFT-HAND PLOT [ CM VS CL )
C




C DRAW AND LABEL X-AXIS










C LOWER RIGHT-HAND PLOT ( LID VS ALPHA )
C















C UPPER LEFT-HAND OLOT ( CL VS ALPHA )
C















C UPPFR RIGHT-HAND PLOT ( CO VS CL )
C





























TEST_96 ,SHEET206 ,RUNS 39 59 0 0 0 0 0










TEST _96 ,SHEET206 ,RUNS 39 59 0 0 0 0 0
Figure 2.- Plot of Case I input with standard dashed line combination and cubic-spllne curve falrlng.
CMb c_- ° ...._--_ -









TEST496 ,SHEET206 ,RUNS 39 59 0 0 O. O_ 0
a) Least-Squares Polynomial








TEST _gB ,SHEET206 ,RUNS 39 59 0 0 0 0 0
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